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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Introduction 
If the function k(x,y) is measurable and square-integrable on the 
rectangle [c,d] x [a,b], then k(x,y) induces a bounded, linear, integral 
operator KzLgta/b] •> L2[c,d] such that, for each f e L2[a,b], (Kf)(x) = 
^k(x,y)f(y)dy is in Lgfc.d] [10, p. 87]. From [10, p. 89], K so defined 
is a compact operator, i.e., for every bounded sequence {f^^ in Lgfa.b], 
the sequence {Kf^} has a subsequence which converges in L2[c,d]. If, in 
addition to the known kernel function k(x,y), we also know a function 
g e Lgfc.d], then the equation (Kf)(x) = /^k(x,y)f(y)dy = g(x) is called a 
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. 
Fredholm integral equations of the first kind appear in many areas of 
application (see [12, pp. 2-7] and [26, pp. 80-84]). For the purpose of 
illustration, we include an example from meteorology [12, p. 3]. It is 
often necessary to obtain the unknown distribution f of the radii of 
spherical particles in a suspension. The distribution g of diffracted 
light intensity is known by measurement. For an appropriate choice of a 
and b, the relationship of f to g is given by the Fredholm equation 
•a^[^^xy^^ - cos xy]^f(y)dy = g(x). 
Another example in which it is necessary to solve a Fredholm integral 
equation of the first kind arises from the measurement of X-ray spectra 
[12, pp. 5-6]. A light producing crystal is submitted to X-ray radiation. 
The intensity of the resulting light flashes is proportional to the energy 
absorbed by the crystal. For ease of measurement, the resulting light 
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flashes are converted to voltage pulses. The variables v and e will de­
note pulse height and absorbed energy, respectively. If g(v) is the ob­
served pulse height distribution and f(e) is the desired X-ray spectrum, 
b "1/ 2 
then f and g are related by the Fredholm first kind equation I (Znke) 
_ .2 
exp[~ - ]f(e)de = g(v), where a and b are chosen appropriately. 
In practice, instead of knowing the operator K and the right-hand-
side g exactly, we often must deal with perturbations in either (or both) 
of K and g. For example,' due to noise in our data, we may only know a 
perturbed right-hand-side g^ such that IIg - g^ll < e, for some e > 0. If K 
is an integral operator with kernel k(x,y), we may only know a perturbed 
kernel k (x,y) = k(x,y) + e(x,y). In this case, if (Ef)(x) = y^e(x,y)' 
P B 
f(y)dy, we must deal with the operator such that 
(K f)(x) = /^k (x,y)f(y)dy = /\(x,y)f(y)dy + /^e(x,y)f (y)dy 
p a p  o  3 .  
= ((K + E)f)(x) 
Thus, we might need to solve Kf = g^, K^f = g, or K^f = g^ in place of 
Kf = g. 
The main hindrance to the numerical solution of a Fredholm integral 
equation of the first kind is that the problem is not necessarily well-
posed. According to [26, p. 78], the concept of a well-posed problem was 
introduced by J. Hadamard early in this century. 
Definition I.l; If T:X -*• Y, where X and Y are normed linear spaces, then 
the problem Tx = y is said to be well-posed with respect to the right-
hand-side if; 
1. for each y e Y, there exists x e X such that Tx = y; 
2. this solution x is unique; and. 
3 
3. for each e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, if G Y with 
Tx-i = y,,; TXg = y^, and Ity^^ - y^ll < 6, then II- Xg 
If T,T';X ->• Y, the problem Tx = y is said to be well-posed if: 
1. for each y e Y, there exists x e X such that Tx = y; 
2. this solution x is unique; and, 
3. for each e > 0, there exists 5^ > 0 and dg > 0 such that, if 
G Y with Tx^ = y^, T'xg = yg, "T - I'll < 6^, and 
IIy- ygll < iSg* then IIx^ - x^ll < e. 
Any problem Tx = y that is not well-posed is said to be ill-posed. 
In the following example, we will indicate situations in which the 
classical solution of the problem Kf = g, where KzLgfa/b] -> LgEc.d] is a 
compact integral operator, violates the three conditions of the above 
definition. 
Example I.l; Every closed subspace contained in the range of a compact 
operator must be finite-dimensional [10, p. 91]. Thus, if R(K) is the 
range of K, then R(K) LgEc^d]. If g e Lgtc.d] \ R(K), then the problem 
Kf = g has no solution in the classical sense. This violates condition 1. 
n . 
If k(x,y) = E h (x)t,(y), then (Kf)(x) = / k(x,y)f(y)dy = 
i=l 1 1 ® 
, n n 
/ ( E h.(x)t,(y))f(y)dy = E h.(x)(f,t,), where (f,t.) denotes the inner 
a i^l 1 i 1=1 1 i i 
product of t^ and f. For this choice of k(x,y), N(K), the null space of 
K, consists of the infinite set of functions orthogonal to t., for 1 < i < 
n 
n. If g(x) = E a.h.(x) and Kf. = g, then f- + N(K) is the infinite set 
i=l 
of solutions (in the classical sense) of Kf = g. This violates condition 
2 .  
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Tikhonov and Arsenin [26, pp. 2-4] have shown that the classical 
solution of Kf = g can fail to depend continuously on the rigiit-hand-side 
g. To see this, we suppose that (Kf^)(x) = /^k(x,y)f^(y)dy = g^(x). If 
ggfx) = g^(x) + N j^k(x,y)sin(wy)dy, then the problem Kf = g^ has solution 
f g f y )  =  f ^ C y )  +  N  s i n ( w y ) .  W e  n o t e  t h a t  I I -  g ^ l l ^  =  j^ [ ^ k ( X; y )  '  
sin(wy)dy]^dx and IIf^ - f^ll^ = sin^(wy)dy = ^ ^  ^ sin(w(b -
a))cos(w(b - a))). The values N and w can be chosen so that IIg^ - ggH 
is arbitrarily small and IIf^ - f^ll is arbitrarily large. This violates 
condition 3 of both definitions." 
In Example I.l, we saw that the classical solution of Kf = g is not 
necessarily well-posed. Therefore, it becomes necessary to redefine what 
we mean by a solution of Kf = g. In Chapter II, we will discuss several 
attempts at redefining the concept of solution which have been proposed in 
the literature. For now, we will limit ourselves to introducing the con­
cept of solution which we prefer. 
Definition 1.2: Suppose K:H^ + Hg is a compact operator, M fs a subspace 
of and P is the orthogonal projection of onto K(M). If g e Hg such 
that Pg e K(M), then we define the M-solutlon of Kf = g to be the minimum 
norm element f e M such that Kf = Pg. An alternate way to characterize f 
is to consider it to be the minimum norm element of {f e M |  IIKf - gII = 
minliKh - gll }. 
heM 
In Chapter III, we will discuss convergence results for the M-solu-
tion. In Chapter IV, we will show that a modification of the altered 
Gram-Schmidt (AGS) method for calculating the M-solutlon of Kf = g is 
5 
well-posed. In Chapter V, we will discuss the numerical calculation of 
the M-solution of Kf = g. 
Preliminaries 
For convenience, the symbol o will denote the end of a proof and the 
symbol • will denote the end of an example. 
Unless stated otherwise, we will let H, H^, LgEa.b], and LgEc.d] 
denote complex Hilbert spaces. 
Definition 1.3; If is any set of elements in H, then the closed 
span of shall be denoted by 
Definition 1.4: A nonempty subset M of H is called a linear manifold if M 
is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. M is a subspace if M 
is a closed linear manifold [9, p. 21]. 
Definition 1.5; If M-^ denotes the set of vectors orthogonal to M, then 
M-^is called the orthogonal complement of M. 
Definition 1.6; The set of ordered pairs {[x,y]|x e H^,y e Hg} is a 
Hilbert space with inner product given by ([x^^.y^^], [X2,y2]) = (x^.xg)^ 
+ (71,72)% [22, p. 40]. This Hilbert space is defined to be the direct 
sum of Hj^ and Hg and is denoted H^ # Hg. 
Halmos [9, p. 25] proves the following theorem. We recall that we 
define subspaces to be closed sets. 
Theorem I.l: If M is a subspace of H, then H = M Ô M-^. 
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Definition 1.7; The map L:H^ -> will be called an operator if L is a 
bounded linear transformation. B(H) will denote the set of operators 
mapping H to H. 
Definition 1.8; If L;H^ is an operator, let L*:H2 be the unique 
operator such that (Lx,y) = (x,L*y), for all x G y E Hg. L* is called 
the adjoint of L and IlLll = IIL*II [9, p. 39]. 
Definition 1.9; Suppose L:H^ Hg is an operator. The range of L, de­
noted R(L), is defined to be R(L) = {Lxjx e H^}. The null space of L, de­
noted N(L), is defined to be N(L) = {x E H^|Lx = 0}. 
Definition 1.10; If z = x + y, where x E M and y E , then the 
orthogonal projection P onto the subspace M is the transformation defined 
by Pz = P(x + y) = X [9, p. 43]. 
Halmos [9, p. 43] proves the following facts about orthogonal pro­
jections. 
2 
Theorem 1.2; If P is the orthogonal projection onto M, then P = P, 
P* = P, and, if N ^  {0}, IIPII = 1. 
Definition I.11: The spectrum of an operator L E B(H), denoted A(L), is 
defined to be a(L) = {A E C|(L - XI) does not have an inverse in B(H)} 
[9, p. 50]. The spectral radius of L, denoted r(L), is defined by 
r(L) = sup{I X I |Xea(L)} [22, p. 192]. 
Definition 1.12; If K;H^ -+ is an operator, then K is called compact 
if, for every bounded sequence {x^^ in the sequence {Kx^} in con­
tains a convergent subsequence [22, p, 199]. 
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Definition 1.13: Suppose K:H^ + Hg is a compact operator. Let 
denote the positive eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator K * K ,  written 
in decreasing order and listed to multiplicity, where I can be at most 
countable. Let be a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of 
1/2 
K*K such that K*Ku^ = A^u^, for all i e I. If = (X^) , for each i, 
KUi 
then define v^ = ——. Then, is also an orthonormal set. The 
collection is called the singular system of K. 
Ringrose [24, Theorem 1.9.3] proves the following theorem concerning 
the singular value decomposition of a compact operator K mapping H into H. 
However, the same proof gives the result for K mapping into Hg. 
Theorem 1.3; Suppose that is a decreasing sequence of positive real 
numbers which is either finite or is infinite and converging to zero, and 
that {u^} and {v^^} are orthonormal sequences in and Hg, respectively. 
Then the equation Kf = Z y^(f,u^)v^, for f e H^, defines a compact opera­
tor K:H^ -> Hg. 
Conversely, if K:H^ ^  Hg is a compact operator and i® 
the singular system of K, then, for each f e Kf = E y^(f,u^)v^. 
Definition 1.14: If L:H^ ->• is an operator, let P be the orthogonal 
projection of onto R(L). If g e Hg such that Pg e R(L), then any ele­
ment f e such that Lf = Pg is called a least squares solution of Lf = g. 
If g e R(L) Ô R(L), let f^ be the least norm element of the nonempty, ?, 
closed, convex set {f e H^jLf = Pg}. The element f^ is called the least 
squares solution of minimal norm (LSSMN) of Lf = g (see [8]). 
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We note that, for all g e such that Pg e R(L) \ R(L), there is no LSSMN 
of Lf = g. 
If L:H^ ^  Hg is an operator, we recall that = N(L) 0 R(L*) and 
Hg = N(L*) 0 R(L). We note that l(r(L*) is one-to-one. Using these con­
cepts, we make the following definition [8, pp. 51-52]. 
Definition 1.15; If L:H^^ Hg is an operator, we define as 
follows. If y e R(L) such that y = Lx for x e N(L), then L^y = L'^'Lx 
= X. If y e N(L*), then L'^y = 0. L"^ is called the (Moore-Penrose) gen­
eralized inverse of L. The domain of L"^ is R(L) 0 R(L)= R(L) 0 N(L*). 
The following theorem states the relationship between L"*" and the 
LSSMN of Lf = g [8, pp. 115-116]. 
Theorem 1.4: Suppose L:H^ is an operator, g e R(L) 0 R(L), and f^ 
is the LSSMN OF Lf = g. Then, f^ = L"*'g. 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
L'^'zHg -»• to be an operator [8, p. 116]. 
+ 
Theorem 1.5; Suppose L:H^^ + Hg is an operator. L is an operator if and 
only if L has closed range. 
We note that Theorem 1.5 implies that D(L'*') = R(L) 0 R(L)equals if 
and only if L has closed range. 
Penrose [21] showed that the generalized inverse of a matrix was 
characterized by four conditions. If L:H^ is a linear operator with 
closed range, then L"*" is characterized by the same four conditions [8, 
p. 48-54]. 
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Theorem 1.6; If L:H^ ^  Hg is a linear operator with closed range, then 
L'^zHg is the unique operator satisfying 
(1) LL+ = (LL+)*, 
(2) L+L = (L+L)*, 
(3) LL"'X - L, and 
(4) L+LL+ = L+. 
We close our discussion of the properties of the generalized inverse with 
a theorem stating two properties of the generalized inverse which we will 
find useful (see [8, p. 46] and [8, p. Ill], respectively). 
Theorem 1.7; If L;H^ ->• is a linear operator with closed range, then 
L"^;H2 satisfies 
1) = (L*L)+L* = L*(LL*)+, and 
2) (L+)* = (L*)+. 
Finite rank case 
The operator K is said to have finite rank if the range of K is 
finite dimensional. If a compact operator has finite rank, we have the 
following theorem [14, p. 553]. 
Theorem 1.8: Suppose K Is a compact operator. K has closed range if and 
only if K has finite rank. 
Moreover, if K is an Integral operator, we have an additional result 
[23, p. 158]. 
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Theorem 1.9: Let (Kf)(x)=/^k(x,y)f(y)dy be an Integral operator. K has 
® n 
finite rank if and only if the kernel of K has the form k(x,y) = E • 
i=l 
i})i(x)ij^i(y), where and are linearly independent subsets of 
LgEc.d] and Lgfa.b], respectively. 
If K is a finite rank integral operator, then the following theorem 
gives the form of the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g. We note that, if K has finite 
rank, L2[c,d] = R(K) 0 R(K), since R(K) is closed. 
Theorem I.10; If 
1) the integral operator K has finite rank; 
2) k(x,y) = E , where and linearly 
i=l 
independent subsets of LgEc.d] and Lgfa.b], respectively; 
3) g = gi + gg G R(K) 0 R(K)-L = L2[c,d]; 
n 
4) g = E a * ; and 
i=l 
5) T = (tij)" j=i, where t^^ = (ij'j.ij'i); 
then the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g is f^ = xtg = E where a = (a^) and 
1 1=1 
a = (e^) = T" a. 
Proof; The LSSMN f^ of Kf = g is the least norm solution of (Kf)(x) = 
y n 
/ ( E <J>. (x)i|). (y))f (y)dy = g. (x), which has the equivalent form 
a i^l 1 1 1 
n n ^ 
E (f.^u)*. = E a.*.. Since {*.}. , is linearly independent, this im-
1=1 i=l ^ ^ 
n 
plies that a. = (f,i]j,), for l<i<n. If f = E , this becomes 
j=l J J 
n n 
a. = ( E = E for 1 < i < n. Let T = (t.,), where 
j=l j=l J ^ 
11 
^ij ^ " " (a^), and let 3 = (6^). Then, we can write the 
n 
system of equations Z  = a., 1 ^  i ^  n, as Tg = a. Since 
j=l ^ _2 
{!); }?_ is linearly independent, T~ exists and g = T o is the unique 
I " I 
solution of Tg = a. Since N(K) = , f^ = Z e N(K) . Since 
1 u 1=1 1 1 
. 
Kf = g , f- = Ï, G ^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g. By definition of K , 
0 1 U 1 1 
fg = K+g. a 
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CHAPTER II. 
VARIOUS METHODS OF SOLUTION FOR Kf = g 
In this chapter, we will discuss several methods for the approximate 
solution of Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. In addition to 
the known results found in the literature, we will also include theorems 
which extend previously known results. 
Quadrature Method 
b " We approximate the integral f  h(y)dy by Z  w.h(y.), where a = y_ < 
° j=,0 3 J 
y^ < ... < y^ = b and {Wj}j_Q are the quadrature weights. In addition, we 
use c = Xg < x^ < ... < x^ = d to discretize the integral equation 
/^k(x,y)f(y)dy = g(x), c < x < d, and obtain the system of equations 
n 
E w.k(x.,y.)f(y.) = g(x.), 0 < i < n. If we denote the coefficient 
J _ 0  3  1  3  J  
matrix by T = (t^j), where t^j = Wjk(x^,yj), and the right-hand-side by 
r = (r^), where r^ = g(x^), then the above system becomes Ts = r, with 
s = (s^), where s^ = fCy^). 
Since, in general, the system Ts = r might have more than one solu­
tion, we make the following definition. 
Definition II.1; The quadrature method solution of J^k(x,y)f(y)dy = g(x), 
c ^ X < d, is defined to be the LSSMN Sq of the matrix equation Ts = r. 
The following example shows that the solution of the Integral equation can 
depend on the quadrature method used. 
Example II.1: We consider the integral equation ^l«f(y)dy = 1, 0 < x<l. 
For arbitrary choices of the sets {w^}j_Q, and {yj}j_Q described 
13 
n 
above, the matrix equation Z w k(x.,y.)f(y.) = g(x.), 0 < i < n, becomes 
j=0 J 1 J ^ 
n 
I w f(y ) = 1, independent of 1. The matrix T mentioned above will be 
j=0 
T = (t^j), where t^j = w^, and the vector r will be r = (r^), where 
r^ = 1. 
If we define the vector v = (w.), we can define the linear func-
n 1 
tional h -> R by h (s) = (v ,s). The LSSMN s_ of Ts = r will be the 
n n n u ^ 
minimum norm element Sq such that h (s) = 1. Since ® 
n 
V 
Ker(h^), h^(s) = 1 implies that Sq = a* ||^"||, for some a. Therefore, 
n 
V 
1 = "'"^n"- Hence, a = and 
n n 
Vn 
s- = r. We note that the ith elem^ient of s- equals — . 
° iiv r ° ; 2 
n Z w. 
j=l ^ 
For purposes of illustration, we note that the weights for the 
trapezoid rule are given by w^ = w^ = 1/2 and w^ = 1, for all other j. 
The weights (w^)j_Q for Simpson's rule are given by Wq = w^ = 1/3, w^ = 
4/3 for j odd, and w^ = 2/3 for all other j. We will assume that n is an 
even number in order to employ Simpson's rule. It is clear that the ex-
*1 pression — for the ith element of Sq derived from the trapezoid rule 
: "j 
w, 
differs greatly from the expression for the ith element of Sq de-
j=0 J 
rived from Simpson's rule. • 
Baker [4, pp. 646-648] provides another example which illustrates similar 
behavior of the quadrature method solution. 
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Galerkln's Method 
We will assume that L:H^ ->• is an operator (continuous linear 
transformation) and that is a subspace with an orthonormal basis 
where I is a finite set. We recall that the elements of M can be 
written as E g.*.. Define L»:M by L. = L|M. Let the matrix B = 
jgl J J 
(b^j), where b^^ = (L*j,L*^), for i,j e I. Let the vector w = (w^), where 
w^ = (g,L#^), for i G I, and consider the matrix equation Bx = w. The 
following theorem is probably known, but we were unable to find a refer­
ence for it. 
Theorem II.1; E g.#. is the M-solutlon of Lf = g if and only if x = (0.) 
jEl J J ^ 
is the minimum norm solution of Bx = w in 
Proof ! We define P to be the orthogonal projection of onto R(L^). 
Suppose that f = E 0.<^. and that Lf = Pg. We will show that Bx = w, 
jel J ] 
where x = (Gy). Since Lf = Pg and g - Pg is orthogonal to R(L), we have 
0 = (g - Pg,L(J>^) = (g - Lf,L*^) = (g,L*^) - (Lf.L*^), for all i e I. 
Since Lf = L( E g.*.) = E g L*., the above equation implies that, for all 
jel ^ ^ jel J J 
1 e I, (g,L* ) = (Lf,L*.) = ( E g.L*.,L*.) « E g,(L* ,L*,). From our 
^ ^ jel ^  ^ jel J J 
definitions of B and w, this implies that the vector x = (g^) satisfies 
the matrix equation Bx = w. 
Suppose f = E g * , X = (g.), and Bx = w. Next we show that Lf = 
jel J J J 
Pg. Since B = (b^j), where b^j = (L*j,L*^), and w = (w^), where w^ = 
(g.L4».), the matrix equation Bx » w becomes (g,L* ) = E g (L*.,L*.) = 
jel j J 
( E g.L(J).,L(J),) = (Lf,L(j».), for each i e I. Thus, for all i e I, 
jel J J ^ 1 
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(Lf - g,L(f.^) = (Lf,L*^) - (g,L*^) = 0. Since R(L^) = this im­
plies that gg = Lf - g e R(L^) . Hence, g = Lf - gg e R(L^) ® R(L^) , 
which implies that Lf = Pg. 
2 2 
If f = E 3.<}). and x = (3.), for all jel, then llfll = Z |3.| 
2 jel J J J jel ^ 
= 11x11 . Therefore, since the M-solution of Lf = g is the minimum norm 
element of M satisfying Lf = Pg, we see from above that f = E 3.<|>. is the 
jel ^ J 
M-solution of Lf = g if and only if the vector x = (3j) is the minimum 
norm solution of Bx = w. o 
In the light of the above theorem, we make the following definition. 
Definition II.2: Galerkin's method for calculating the M-solution of 
Lf = g is defined to be the procedure for finding the minimum norm solu­
tion of Bx = w in ^2» 
To implement Galerkin's method, we take M = and choose the 
set appropriately for a given situation. For example, if one 
knows, a priori, that the desired minimum norm solution is a polynomial of 
degree ^ n, then one can choose the set {<|>^} so that equals the ith 
Legendre polynomial. The set can also be chosen to reflect 
properties of the desired solution which were obtained from experimental 
results. 
Modified Normal Equations (MNE) Method 
A standard way of solving for the LSSMN of Lf = g is to find the 
minimum norm solution of the associated normal equations L*Lf = L*g [8, 
pp. 114-116]. The point of this section is to show that, by appropriately 
modifying the "normal equations method" of finding the LSSMN of Lf = g. 
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one obtains a procedure for finding the M-solution of Lf = g that is 
identical to Galerkin's method. 
Let be an orthonormal basis for M, where I is a finite set 
with cardinality n. Let u^ = L^^, for all i e I. If x = (x^) E C", de­
fine T:c" ->• H_ by Tx = Z x.u.. From Definition 1.8, it can be seen that, 
iEl 1 1 
if h e Hg, TAzHg C will be given by T*h = (y^), where y^ = (h,u^). 
Theorem II.2; The system of equations generated by T*Tx = T*g is identi­
cal to the system Bx = w defined for Galerkin's method. 
Proof; We note that T*Tx = (y^), where y^ = (Tx,u^), and T*g = (z^), where 
= (g,u^). Hence, T*Tx = T*g implies that (Tx,u^) = (g,u^), for all 
i E I. Since Tx = E x.u., this becomes, for each i £ I, (g,u.) = (Tx,u.) 
jEl 3 J 
= ( E x . u . , u . ) =  Z  x. ( u . , u . ) .  R e c a l l i n g  t h a t  u .  =  L * . ,  f o r  e a c h  i  e  I ,  
jGl J J jEl J ] 
the above equality becomes E x.(L*.,L*.) = (g,L#,), for all i e I. This 
jEl J -
is precisely the system of equations Bx = w generated by Galerkin's 
method. • 
Corollary II.3; Suppose that g e Hg such that Pg E R(L^), where P is the 
orthogonal projection of onto R(L»). If (T*T)^T*g = (a.), then E a.^. 
LEL 
is the M-solution of Lf = g. 
Proof! (T*T)*T*g is the least norm solution of the system of equations 
T*Tx = T*g, which is identical to the system of equations Bx = w, by 
Theorem II.2. Hence, by Theorem II.1, the corollary follows, o 
To distinguish the above approach from the usual normal equations 
approach, we make the following definition. 
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Definition II.3; The modified normal equations (MNE) method for obtaining 
the M-solution of Lf = g is defined to be the procedure for finding the 
minimum norm solution of T*Tx = T*g. 
Recall that the usual normal equations approach is to find the mini­
mum norm solution of L*Lf = L*g. 
Altered Gram-Schmidt (AGS) Method 
In this section, we develop an alternate method for calculating the 
M-solution of Kf = g which is based on the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
procedure. Since the term "modified Gram-Schmidt method" has been used 
elsewhere, we shall call this procedure the altered Gram-Schmidt (AGS) 
method. 
Let M be a subspace of and let be an orthonormal basis for 
M, where I is a finite set. If is an operator, then we define 
L^:M Hg by = L|M and we note that R(L^) = ^^"("i^iel' define an 
altered Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure on follows. 
Define = L({>^ and let = ^1 , if lly-II ^ 0. For each i > 2, define 
i-1 
y. = L({> - Z ( L i p .  t i p . ) i p .  and let <!>. = 
1 1 1 J J 1 
II 
lly^ll' "^1 
0, if IIy^11 = 0 
y 
ij^^, if lly^ll f 0. Then, 
i 
0, if IIy. II = 0 
'i 1, if IIy II f 0, = 0, for all i ^  j, and = 0, if llyjil = 0 ^ ^ 1 
for all n. 
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Define the matrix A = (a^j), where a^^ = for i, j e I, and 
the vector b = (b^), where b^ = for all i e I. Recall that the 
elements of M can be written as E 6.$.. 
jel J J 
Theorem II.4: E g 4 is the M-solution of Lf = g if and only if the 
jel J J 
vector X = (By) is the minimum norm solution of Ax = b in Kg* 
Proof ; We define P to be the orthogonal projection of onto R(L^). If 
h E then, by the construction of h _L L*^, for all i e I, if 
and only if h _L for all i e I. 
Suppose that f = E g * and that Lf = Pg. First, we show that Ax = 
jel J ^ 
b, where x = (Gy). By the construction of P, g - Pg J. L;))^, for all i e I. 
From above, this Implies that g - Pg j_ for all i e I. Thus, for all 
i e I, 0 = (g - Pg,^^) = (g - Lf,t|>^) = (g,ij/j,) - (Lf,^^). Therefore, for 
all i E I, (g,*.) = (Lf,i|>.) = ( E g L*.,*,) = E g.(L* ,* ). Hence, the 
^ jel J J jel J J 
vector X = (g^) satisfies the matrix equation Ax = b. 
Suppose that f = E g.*., x = (g.), and Ax = b. Next, we show that 
jel J J J 
Lf = Pg. Since Ax = b, we have 0 = (g,i|<.) - E g. (L*.,^,) = (g,^.) -
jel J J 
( E g.L(j». = (g - Lf,*.), for each i e I. From above, this implies 
jel j j 
that g - Lf X L^^, for all i e I. Therefore, since R(L^) = 
gg = g - Lf e R(Lj^) . Thus, g = Lf + gg e R(L^) $ R(L^) . By the con­
struction of P, this implies that Lf = Pg. 
If f = E g.*. and if x = (g.), then llfll^ = E |g.= 11x11^. There-
jel J j J jel j 
fore, since the M-solution of Lf = g is the minimum norm element of M 
satisfying Lf = Pg, we see from above that E g,*. is the M-solution of 
jel J J 
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Lf = g if and only if the vector x = (B^) is the minimum norm solution of 
Ax = b. o 
In the light of the above theorem, we make the following definition. 
Definition 11.4; The altered Gram-Schmidt (AGS) method for obtaining the 
M-solution of Lf = g is defined to be the procedure for finding the mini­
mum norm solution of Ax = b in 
Tikhonov's Regularization Method 
The theoretical aspects of Tikhonov's regularization method are de­
veloped in [26, Chapter I]. We will limit ourselves to the discussion of 
some of the practical aspects of the method. 
Suppose K:H^ + Hg is a one-to-one compact operator and that g e Hg 
is such that g e R(K). If gg e such that IIg - g^ll 4 6, define the 
functional M^ff.gg] = IIKf - ggU^ + aO(f), where a is a constant called the 
regularization parameter [26, p. 48] and where 0(f) is called the stabi­
lizing functional [26, p. 51]. 
Definition II.5 (Tlkhonov-Arsenin); The regularized solution f^ of Kf = g 
is defined to be the unique element f^ e which minimizes M^[f,gg]. 
We note that the regularized solution f^ depends on the choice of a, 0, 
and gg. 
Assume that K:H^ Hg is a one-to-one compact operator and that 
g E R(K). Then Tikhonov and Arsenln [26, p. 48] state the following. 
Theorem II.5 (Tlkhonov-Arsenin); Suppose that f^ is the solution of Kf = 
g and that gg E such that II g - g^IL < 6. The regularization parameter a 
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can be chosen as a function of 6 and g. in such a way that limllf - fJI 
^ 6->0 
=  0 .  
One weakness of the Tikhonov regularization method for solving Kf = g 
is that it only applies to operators K that are one-to-one and for ele­
ments g that are in the range of K. Another weakness is that, in prac­
tice, the proper choice of a and 0(f) is not a trivial matter. 
Some of the choices for fi(f) which have been proposed in the litera­
ture are n(f) = llf'll^ [4, p. 671], Q(f) = llf'll^ [4, p. 672], and 0(f) = 
IIfII^ + llf'll^ [6, p. 150]. Cullum [6] discusses the effect that the choice 
of the stabilizing functional 0(f) has on the solution given by the 
regularization method. For certain types of kernels k(x,y), she also 
gives guidelines for the choice of fi(f). For additional information, see 
[26] and [27]. 
Filtered Least Squares Method 
In the following section, we will concentrate on the facets of the 
filtered least squares method necessary for the practical application of 
the method. For a fully detailed treatment of the theoretical aspects of 
the filtered least squares method, the reader is referred to [17]. 
If K:H^ ^  Hg is a compact operator and g e R(K) 0 R(K) , then we 
will again denote the LSSMN of Kf = g by f^. Let {Uj,Vj;Uj} be the singu­
lar system of K. Then, for each f e H., Kf = Sp.(f,u.)v.. If g E R(K) 0 
I 1 j ^ ^ ^ 
R(K)-L, then f_ = K+g = E — (g,v )u.. 
j j ^ ^ 
If K does not have finite rank, then tVij) is a sequence of positive 
numbers which decreases monotonically to zero. Hence, the numerical 
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evaluation of Z — (g,v,)u can be difficult. In order to "filter" out 
3 " 
the terms in the above series for which is "too small," we establish a 
truncation level 6 > 0 and define = {jlUj > <S}. Observe that Ig is a 
finite set. 
Definition II.6 (Lee-Prenter); The filtered LSSMN f^ of Kf = g is defined 
J 
Let M. = <u.>. . Lee and Prenter [17, p. 11] state the following Ô ] ]Eig 
result. 
Theorem II.6 (Lee-Prenter); If fg is the filtered LSSMN of Kf = g, then 
f. is the unique solution of II Kf. - g II = min II Kf - g II. 
feMg 
This implies that fg is the Mg-solution of Kf = g. Thus, fg can be found 
by applying either the MNE method or the AGS method to M. = <u,>. ^ . à 3 J E l g  
Suppose {K^} is a sequence of compact operators such that K^:H^ ->• 
and limllK - K II = 0. We assume that, for all n, g e R(K^) @ R(K^). Ob-
n->«o 
serve that this condition will always hold if K^ has finite rank. If 
{u",Vjis the singular system for K^, the LSSMN f^ of K^f = g is 
fQ = Z — (g,v")u". Let fg denote the filtered LSSMN of K f = g and let 
j v; 
Ig = {j|w? > <S}- Then, f" = E (g,v")u". 
Lee and Prenter [17, Theorem 5.2] state the following theorem. 
Theorem II.7 (Lee-Prenter); Suppose K,K^:H^ are compact operators 
such that limllK - K II = 0. Fix 6 > 0 and let f_ and f^ be the filtered 
n^ " 6 6 
LSSMN of Kf = g and K^f = g, respectively. Then, limllfg - fgll = 0. 
n-H» 
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As the following example indicates, the above theorem does not hold for 
certain choices of 6. 
Example II.2: If K:Hj + Hg is a compact operator with singular system 
{u.,v.;y,}, then Kf = Ey.(f,u.)v., for all f e H^. Suppose > ^2 - "* 
J J J J J J J 
^ 1 > y^^ > 0. If we choose 6 = y^, then Ig = {j|yj > 6} = {1, ..., 
N-1}. For any e > 0, we define 
V • + ("N + 
for f E Choose e > 0 so that > y^ + G > Then 
IIK. - K II = sup ll(K - K )fli 
 ^ II f 11=1  ^
= sup lle(f,u )v II 
II f 11=1 " " 
= sup e* 1 (f ,u ) I •llv„ll 
II f 11=1 " " 
< sup G" llf II "llu ,11 
llfll=l N 
Also, since y^ + G > y^ = 6, Ig = {j|yj > 6} = {1, . ., N}. Since R(K) 
= <v.> = R(K ), if g G R(K) e R(K)-J-, then g G R(K ) » R(K Let 3 G EG 
I N-1 1 e N-1 ^ 
g G R(K) e R(K)-L. Then f. » E — (g,v.)u. and f. » Z — (g,v.)u. 
^ j-1 ^ ^ ^ j=l ^ j 
(g.v ) 1 . , Ug.v )' 
•"IÏT+T^N- "^6 - ^ s" = y^, + G " Thsr*-
.  G  U « » V L  
fore, limllf, - f ,11 » , which is not necessarily zero. • 
e+0 * * 
The above example shows that, for certain choices of the truncation 
level 6, fg does not necessarily converge to fg. After giving some pre-
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limlnary results, we will show that, under an additional hypothesis, 
lira = f.. 
Definition II.7; If L e B(H) and X  is an isolated point of o(L), let 
r = {X + ee^® 10e[O,2Ti]}, where e > 0 is chosen small enough so that X is 
the only point in a(L) that is inside or on T. We define the spectral 
projection P associated with X to be P = - (L - zl) ^ dz. 
2 
Remark! Kato [15, pp. 39, 178] shows that P = P and that PL = LP. Also, 
if r* = {zlzeT}, then P* = - - zl)"^dz [15, p. 184]. If L* = L, 
then a(L)^ R. Hence, since T is a circle centered at the real number X ,  
r* = r. Thus, if L* = L and X is an isolated point of o(L), then P* = P 
is an orthogonal projection that commutes with L. 
Definition II.8: If X is an eigenvalue of L, we define the geometric 
multiplicity of X to be dim N(L - XI). If the eigenvalue X is also an 
isolated point of a(L), we define the algebraic multiplicity of X to be 
dim R(P), where P is the spectral projection associated with X. 
Remark; Ringrose [24, pp. 51, 67] proves that, if X is an eigenvalue of a 
compact self-adjoint operator K, then the algebraic multiplicity of X 
equals the geometric multiplicity of X and R(P) = N(K - XI), where P is 
the spectral projection associated with X. Therefore, from the previous 
remark, P is the orthogonal projection onto N(K - XI). 
In the following theorem, we state two results proved by Kato [15, 
Theorem IV.3.16]. 
Theorem II.8 (Kato); Suppose K,K^EB(H) are compact self-adjoint operators 
such that llK - Kgll < e, X Is a nonzero eigenvalue of K with multiplicity 
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m, and 0= {z||z - x| < d}, where d is small enough so that 0 H a(K) = 
{X}. Then, for e sufficiently small, 
a) o(K^) n 0 = ...,X^}, where X^ is an eigenvalue of finite 
multiplicity mî and E m. = m; and 
i=l 
b) if P^e is the orthogonal projection onto N(K^ - X^I) and -
r 
Z P. E ,  then limllP - P, II = 0, where P. is the orthogonal projec-
i=l G+0 = A X 
tion onto N(K - XI). 
We recall that f^ is the filtered LSSMN of Kf = g and that f" is the 
filtered LSSMN of K^f = g. In the following theorem and corollary, we 
show that the filtered LSSMN is well-posed under compact perturbations in 
K and under arbitrary perturbations in g. 
Theorem II.9; Suppose -»• are compact operators such that 
limllK - K II = 0. Choose 6 > 0 such that 6 f p.,  for all j, where {y,} is 
n-x» ^ 
the set of singular values of K. Then, limllf^ - f .11 = 0. 
n-H» 
Proof; Since 6 ^  Wj, for all j, there exists N such that > 6 > • 
Thus, Ig = {1,...,N}. From the definition of the singular system {u^,v^; 
2 y.} of K, we recall that, if X, = y,, then X. > X_ > ... > X > ... > 0 is i  i l '  1 —  2 —  —  n  —  
the set of positive eigenvalues of K*K with corresponding orthonormal 
eigenvectors {u^}. The set {v^} is obtained by setting v^ = Ku^. 
Let Yi > Yn > .•• > Yf > 0 be the set of distinct eigenvalues of K*K 
t 
in {X.|j e I-}. If m. is the multiplicity of Yj» then E m. = N. If we 
J 0 1 1 1=1 1 
rename the set of orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to to be 
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f t h e n  N  =  N ( K * K  -  y ^ I )  =  W e  w i l l  a l s o  d e f i n e  
KUj 
vt = TTi' We will denote the orthogonal projection of H- onto N by 
^ ^i 
If d is chosen so that 0 < d < y min[{Y^ - U {y^ - 6 ,6 }], 
let 0^ = { z \ \ z  - Y^l < d}. By part a) of Theorem II.8, for large enough 
n, we have a(K*K ) H 0^ = {X^.|j e l"}, where x". is an eigenvalue of 
n ti 1 Xj 1 ij  
K*K with finite multiplicity m" , l" is a finite set, and Z m" = m.. 
n n xj X jcl 
If . N(KX - xjjl). then "here < k < mj.) Is 
an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of K*K^ corresponding to . Let p"j 
denote the orthogonal projection of onto N^. and define P? = Z 
1 ij 1 jpTn ij 
K u" ^ 
Define jj". = (X^,and define vV,. = —By our choice of d, ij ij ijK. n 
^Ij 
> 6, for j e l" and 1 ^  i < t. Hence, if p" >_ Wg Z. ••• — 
> ... >0 are the singular values of listed according to multiplici­
ty and Ig = {j|Wj > 6}, then I^ = {1,...,N}. 
Recalling that 0 < d < ^  minfry^ - U (Yj. - 5^,5^}], an 
elementary calculation shows that —^ = — + e" , where | e" | £ Using 
^i Yi 
this fact, we will write f^ and in a more manageable form, 
fg = Z ^ (g,vl)ul 
i=l ^ j=l J J 
t ""l 
,-1/2 ^ , n-1/2„ 1, i 
= E (Yj) 2 (g,(Y,) Ku )u. 
1=1 1=1 1 J J 
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t 1 "i il 
I E (K*g, uhu 
i=r i j=l ^ J 
i-l?! 
P_ (K*g) 
n 
m. 
m 
n .-1/2 
,n 
ij 
n .-1/2^ , n \ n 
Î: (g.(Aij) n^"ijk^ "ijk 
c=l 
m n 
Lh i. 
t 
1=1 jEi; ^ " 
^ p" (K*g) 
11 ' ji 
« Il E ^  PÏ(K%g) + Z E ^11^11 Kg) -  E : r^ (K*g)'^ 
1=1 1 n jel" " 1=1 ^ 1 ^1 
< Il E i (P"(K*g) - P (K*g))ll  + Il E E _e" p* (K*g)H 
1=1 Yj 1 n Y^ 1=1 jel" " 
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< I  (K*g)ll + Z Z |e* |.Wp2.(K*g)H. 
1=1 Yi 1 n Yi 1=1 jElJ 
We will obtain estimates on each of these two sums separately. 
E ;^llp"(K*g) -  P (K*g)ll 
1=1 ^ " ^1 
t  
< E i{llp"(K*g) - p"(K*g)ll  + llp"(K*g) - P (K*g) II} 
1^1 Yi 1 n X 1 
< T .  —•llp"ll«llK*g - K*gll + I  —' IIP" -  P ll*llK*gll 
- 1=1 Yi i 1=1 Yi i Yi 
t  * t  
< E —' IIK -  K*ll-llgll + E —' IIP" -  P ll*llK*ll*llgll 
- 1=1 Yi " 1=1 Yi 1 Yi 
< llglMlK -  Kll '  E — + llgll ' l lKll* E —' Hp" -  P II. 
- n 4=1 4=1 Y. i Y. 
" ji jL; t 
= £ E -^-IlK Mgll 
1-1 j€i; YJ " 
t  m 
£ 2d«llK ll ' l lgll* E - i .  
" 1=1 Yi 
Combining the above two estimates, we have 
n t  1 « t  m. 
Ilf.  -  f II < llglKIlK -  Kll* E — + IlKll* E —IIP" -  P II + 2d*llK 11» E -J} 
' ' - " i.l Yi 1-1 ?! 1 ?! = 1.1 V? 
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By part b) of Theorem II.8, limllp" - P II = 0, for each i. Therefore, 
n-Ko ^ 
since limllK - Kll = 0 and d can be chosen arbitrarily small, limllf^ -
n-w " n-^  
fgll = 0. a 
Corollary 11.10: If the truncation level S is chosen as in the above 
theorem, then the filtered least squares method is well-posed under com­
pact perturbations in K and under arbitrary perturbations in g. 
Proof; Let e be >0 and assume that IlK -  K^ll < e and IIg - g^ll < e.  Let 
fg(g) and fg(g) denote the filtered LSSMN of Kf = g and K^f = g, respec­
tively. Recall that f.(g) = S — (g,v.)u.. Therefore, 
jGig ^ ^ 
llfr(g ) - fg(g)ll = H Z — (g ,V )u -  E (g,V )u II 
jeig j  jEig ^ J 
= H E (g -  g,v )u II 
jelg ^ ^ 
- ^ -j^l (gg -  8.V.) I-llu II 
< E —'  IIg - gll'llv II 
- jel, "j ' J 
< £• E —. 
jslg "j 
Hence, lim llf (g ) - f .(g)It = 0. 
e-»-0+ ® ^ 
By Theorem II.9, we know that lim llf^(g ) - f.(g )ll = 0. Hence, 
e-K)+ Û e 0 e 
lim llf J (g) -  f (g)ll < l im {llf^(gj -  f/g )ll + llfx(gJ -  fx(g)ll> = 0. •  
E-VO E-»0+ 
The implementation of the filtered least squares method has been 
discussed in [3], [11], and [28]. The main disadvantage of the method is 
that the singular system is often unknown. 
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Marti's Method 
In 1978, Marti [19,20] introduced a concept of solution for Fredholm 
first kind equations which differs from the other methods in this chapter. 
If and are real Hilbert spaces, let K:H^ ^  Hg be a compact operator. 
If g E R(K) e R(K), then the LSSMN fg of Kf = g exists. If is a 
linearly independent set of vectors in H^, define M^ = For an 
arbitrary sequence of positive numbers converging to zero, define 
the sequence {d } _- by d = inf(llKf - gII) + 6 . Let S = {f e M | IIKf -
n n-i n n n n 
gII < d }. Let s be the minimum norm element of the closed convex set S . 
— n n n 
Marti uses s^ to approximate f^, the LSSMN of Kf = g. 
For f E M^, there exists a unique vector x = (x^) such that 
n 
f = E x^*^. Let B = where b^^ = (K4^,K^j). Let w = 
where w^ = (K(j)^,g). Let M = (m^j)" where m^^ = For 0 < u 
< ™, set up the system of equations (B + uM)y = w. Since (B + uM) ^ 
exists for all u > 0, y^ = (B + uM) ^ w is the unique solution of (B + uM)y 
= w [19, p. 1073]. For u > 0, let F(u) = uy^My^ ~ 
Marti [19, pp. 1072-1073] has proved the following result. 
Theorem 11.11 (Marti); If 
1) F(A) = 0, 
2) X = (x^) such that x = (B + AM) ^w, and 
3) . S Vl-
i=l 
then s is the minimum norm element of S . 
n n 
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Marti uses Newton's method to calculate an approximation to the unique 
zero of F(u). 
In [19, p. 1074], Marti states the following. 
Theorem 11.12 (Marti); Let and be real Hilbert spaces. Suppose 
{M^} is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of such 
that closure [DM ] = H,. Let K;H. H» be a compact operator and let 
n  n  1  l à  
g e R(K) ® R(K)-L. If s^ is the minimum norm element of and f^ is the 
LSSMN of Kf = g, then llmlls^ - f^ll = 0. 
n-H*> 
Before we present a counterexample to this theorem, we prove a 
theorem and its corollary. Hj and are not restricted to be real spaces. 
Theorem 11.13: Suppose M is a finite-dimensional subspace of and let 
f^ be the M-solution of Kf = g. If s(6) is the minimum norm element of 
{f E MIII Kf - g II £ InfllKh - g II + 6}, then 11m lls(6) - f II = 0. 
heM 6-^-0+ 
Proof ; For 6^0, define S, = {f e M | II Kf - gll £ d + 6}, where d = inf II Kf 
^ feM 
- gII. Then s(6) is the least norm element of Sg and the M-solutlon f^ of 
Kf = g is the least norm element of S^. 
If it  is not true that lim lls(6) - f II = 0, then there exists a mono-
6->0+ M 
tone decreasing sequence of positive numbers {6j^} such that •> 0 and 
lls(6.) - f II ^ C > 0, for all k. Since S. S S. , we have 
" ®k+l *k 
Infdlflljf £ S_} > lnf{llfll|f E S, } > lnf{llfll|f e S. }. Therefore, 
° ~ \+l ~ \ 
IIf^ll ^ lls(6j^^j^) II ^  lis(6^) II, for all k. Since {s(6j^)} is a bounded se­
quence in the finite dimensional subspace M, there exists a subsequence of 
{S(6J^)} (call it {s(6j^)}) which converges to some f^ E M. We know that 
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IlKs(ô^) - gll ^ d + 6^, -»• 0, and s(6^) ->• Thus, taking the limit as 
k -> », we obtain IlKf^ - gII £ d. Since f. e M and d = infllKf - gII, 
^ ^ feM 
IIKf^ - gII = d. Also, since {118(6^)11} is an increasing sequence which is 
bounded by llf.,11, we have llf._ll > IIf^ II > lls(ô, )ll, for all k. Since f. e M 
M M — 1 — k 1 
and f^ is the unique minimum norm solution in M of IIKf - gII = d, we see 
that fj^ = f^. This contradicts lis(6^) - f^ll ^ C > 0, for all k. o 
Corollary 11.14: Suppose {M^} is an increasing sequence of finite-
dimensional subspaces of such that closure [UM^] = 11^. Let f^ be the 
M^-solution of Kf = g, let f^ be the LSSMN of Kf = g, and let s^ be the 
least norm element of {f e M ] IlKf - gII inf IIKh - gll + 6 }. If we choose 
" hEMn n . 
each 6^ sufficiently small, then converges to fg if and only if {f^^ 
converges to f^. 
Example II.3; Suppose Kzlg Ig is given by K = diag(B^,Bg,...,B^,...), 
2 
where n is odd, and B^ = ( l/^n+l)^}* that B^ «= B^^ = 
2 2 V 
(o (n+ll^^ /' I'Gt the usual basis for 1^. If g = 
^ e ], then f = Z y e is the unique 
jodd JU+i; j (j+i)j 0 j=l J J 
solution of Kf = g. If M = <e.>™ _ and f is the M -solution of Kf = g, 
m 1 l=i m m 
m m-1 
then, for m even, f = Z — e., and, for m odd, f = Z — e. + 
m j=i j j m j=i j j 
(~ + ^  ^  ,)e^. If m^ is the kth odd integer, consider the subsequence 
{f } of {f }. We see that 
mk m 
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2 "^ -1 1 1 "He " 1 , limllf -  f_ll = 11mII Z — e + (— + ——T~Y)e -  Z v e I 
'«k ° t» j-i 3 J *k +1 »k j.i : j 
= 1 
Hence, {f^} does not converge to f^. By Corollary 11.14, if we choose 
each 6^ sufficiently small, {s^} also fails to converge to fg. • 
Therefore, Marti's theorem [19, p. 1074] does not hold for all 
choices of {0^^. We will show that, with an additional hypothesis, 
Marti's theorem does hold. The proof of the following theorem is sig­
nificantly different from and shorter than the proof of Marti's (incor­
rect) theorem [19, p. 1074]. Recall that we are assuming {M^} is an in­
creasing sequence of subspaces in such that H. = closure [UM ]. 
± X n " 
Theorem 11.15; Suppose and are complex Hilbert spaces. If K:H^ -»• 
is a compact operator, g e R(K) ® R(K), f^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g, 
{6^} is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero, s^ is the 
least norm element of {f E M | IIKf - gII _< inf IIKh - gll + 6 }, and if 
" heMn " 
(Is^ll £ llfgll for all sufficiently large n, then limlls^ - f^ll = 0. 
n^ 
Observe that the above theorem is identical to Marti's (Incorrect) theorem 
except for the additional hypothesis "lls^ll ^ II f^II for all n sufficiently 
large." 
Proof of Theorem 11.15; Write g = g^ + gg e R(K) 0 R(K) . Since closure 
[UM ] = H., It follows that closure [UK(M )] = R(K). Thus, if P_ is the 
n " J- n " 
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orthogonal projection on K(M^), then P^g -»• gj^. Let c^ 0 such that 
c^ = Inf llKf - g 11^ = inf [llKf - P_gH^ + IIP g - g 11^] = IIP g - g 11^. Then, 
" feMn feMn 
2 2 2 llm c = llgj^ - g II = llKfg - g II . With this notation, s^ is the minimum 
n-H» 
norm element of {f e M | llKf - gll < c + 6 }. Since Ils II < llf«Il, for ail n 
n' — nn n— 0 
sufficiently large, and since {f|  Il f i l  £ llf^ll} is a weakly compact set in 
H-, there is a subsequence {s } of {s } that converges weakly to f,, i n, n 1 k 
where llf II ^ llf _ll. Since K is a compact operator, Ks -»• Kf^ . But, 
^ " "k 
llKs - gll < c +6 , Ks -> Kf-, c -»• llKf^ - gll, and 6 ->-0 imply 
"k "k "k "k 1 "k ® -k 
that llKf^ - gll _< llKfg - gll. Since f^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g, we must have 
= fg. It follows that every subsequence of has a subsequence that 
converges weakly to f^ and, hence, s^ ^  fg. Therefore, for all h e H^, 
lim(s^ - fQ.h) = 0. Hence, 
n-H» 
limllSn - foH^ = lim(s^ - fg.s^ - f^) 
n-H» n-x» 
= - f„,£(,) 
n-+«> n-x" 
-
n-x» 
= limlls 11^ - (f^.s ) 
n^ " ° " 
< limllf^il^ -  (fg.s^) 
n-x» 
= lim(fo,fo - s^) 
n-x» 
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In the following example, we show that one cannot weaken the hypothe­
sis in Theorem 11.15 to read "for some e > 0, lls^ll IIfgll + e, for all n 
sufficiently large." 
Example II.4; Suppose K = diag(B^,Bg,...,B^,...), where = 
/l/n^ 1/n \ 
I  „ j ,  for n odd, as in Example II.3. If 6 > 0 and 
\0 l/(n+l)7 
unique solution of Kf = g.. If M = <e,>™ , and f^ is the M -solution of 0 m i i=l m m 
6 ^ 1  6  ^  1  
Kf = g-, then, for m even, f = 6* Z T e. and, for m odd, f = 6( Z ^ e. 
™ j=l J J ™ j=l J J 
+  4 + ^  ^  i T T T ' '  i  " 4 " '  +  
6 ^ ( —  +  — <  i i f r t " ^  +  4 6 ^ .  L e t  e  >  0  b e  g i v e n  a n d  c h o o s e  6  >  0  s u c h  
m m + 1 — 0 
6 2 2 
that 6^ < ^ . Then, Hf^H^ < Hfjn^ + 4^2 ^ ||^6||2 ^ 2EllfJll^ + 
4 m — 0 0 0 
= (llfgll + e)^, i.e., Ilf^li < llfgll + e. But, if m^ is the kth odd integer, 
w e  h a v e  ( a s  i n  E x a m p l e  I I . 3 )  l i m l l f ^  -  f ^ l l ^  =  l i m 6 ^ [ ( — +  %  " ^ ]  
k->o<. ™k " "he  ^ r 
2 6 
= 6  >0. Thus, the sequence {f } of M -solutions does not converge to 
mm
By Theorem 11.13, we can choose 6 so that llls^ll - llf^lll < IIs^ - f*^!! 
•' n ' n n ' — n n 
< e. Therefore, lisait < IIf^II + e < llf«ll + 2e. From Corollary 11.14, if 6 
n — n — 0 •' n 
is sufficiently small, {s^} also fails to converge to f^. Thus, if 6^ is 
sufficiently small, lls^ll ^ llf^ll + 2e. and {s^|} fails to converge to f^. • 
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Let be the orthogonal projection of onto and let be the 
orthogonal projection of onto K(M^). 
Corollary 11.16; Suppose K:H^ Hg is a compact operator, g e R(K) & 
R(K) -L , and {M^} is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces 
of such that closure [UM^] = If 6^ = IlKQ^fg - Pj^g" » for all n, 
then limlls - f^ll = 0. 
n^ " ° 
Proof; If g = g^ + gg E R(K) ® R(K) , P^g -v g^^ as above. Since closure 
[UM ] = HL, Q f_ -> f». Therefore, lim 6 = limllKQ f^ - P gll = llKf_ - gJI 
„ n 1 n 0 U n n U n u i 
= 0. Also, since IIKQ f_ - gll < IIKQ f_ - P gll + IIP g - gll = 6 + inf IIKh 
n 0 — n 0 n" n" " n , 
heMn 
- gll, Q f^ e {f e M | IlKf - gll £ inf IIKh - gll + 6 }. Thus, lis II < IIQ f-ll 
n u n heMn " n - n u 
£ IIfQII, for all n. By Theorem 11.15, limlls^ - f^ll = 0. o 
n-H» 
The above corollary shows that it is possible for {s^} to converge to f^, 
even though {f } does not converge to f_, where f is the M -solution of 
u n n 
Kf = g. 
Theorem 11.17; Suppose and Hg are complex Hilbert spaces, K;H^ -> is 
a compact operator, and g e Hg. Let {M^} be an increasing sequence of 
finite-dimensional subspaces such that closure [UM ] = H-. Let s be the 
n n X n 
minimum norm element of {f e M | IlKf - gll _< inf IIKh - gll +6 }, where {6 } 
" heMn " " 
is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. If limlls - f*ll = 0, 
n-H» 
then f* = fg, the LSSMN of Kf = g. 
Lemma 11.18; If limlls - f*ll = 0, then g e R(K) ® R(K) , which implies 
n-x» " 
that the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g exists. Moreover, if P is the orthogonal 
projection onto R(K), then Kf* = Pg. 
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Proof ; Let P be the orthogonal projection onto R(K) and let P^ be the 
orthogonal projection onto R(K^), where = K|N^. Since closure 
[ U R(K )] = closure [ U K(M )] = R(K), we have IIP g - gll -> IIPg - gll. For 
n=l " n=l " 
each n, IIKs - gll £ inf IIKh - gll + 6 = IIP g - gll + 6 . Since s + f*, we 
" heMn n n n 
have IlKf* - gll = limllKs - gll ^ limllP g - gll + 6 = IIPg - gll. Since 
n-x» n-H» 
IIPg - gll is the minimum distance from R(K) to g, we have IlKf* - gll = 
IIPg - gll anâ, hence, Kf* = Pg. Thus, Pg e R(K) and g e R(K) ® R(K)-L . 
Therefore, the LSSMN of Kf = g exists, o 
Lemma 11.19: If K = K|M., then N(K) = closure [UN(K_)] and N(K)-^ = 
n n n ^ 
nN(K. )-L. 
n " 
Proof: Since f e N(K ) if and only if f e M and K_f = Kf = 0 (i.e., 
n n n 
f e N(K)nM ), we see that N(K ) = N(K)nM . Thus, 
n n n 
N(K) = closure [N(K)n(UM )] 
n n 
= dorure [U(N(K)nM )] 
n n 
= closure [UN(K )]. 
"  "  I I I  Since N(K ) <= N(K .J SN(K), we have N(K )-'-3N(K . ^ )-L =5 N(K). 
n — nTi — n "" n+x — 
Hence, N(K)-^cnN(K ). Suppose N(K)-^ ^ HNCK )-^ . Then, there exists 
^ n n 
f f 0 such that f E  nN(K )-^ and f is orthogonal to N(K)-^. Thus, f e 
n n 
N(K) and f e N(K ), for all n. Since N(K) = closure [UN(K )], this im-
. n n 
plies that f = 0, a contradiction. Hence, N(K) ^  = ONCK ) . • 
n II 
Proof of Theorem 11.17: Since K^ = k|M^, C^ = infdiKh - glljh e M^} = 
infdlK^h - glljh e M^}. Therefore, {f e M^jiiKf - gll £ c^ + 6^} = 
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{f e M 1 llK f - gll < c + 6 }. Since M = N(K ) 0 N(K ), we can write 
n n nn n n n 
the minimum norm element s of {f £ M I IlK f - gll < c + 6 } as s = s" + 
n n n — nn ni
s" e N(K ) e N(K ). Since IlK s - gll = IlK s" - gll and s" e N(K ) -^2 
z n n nn n z ^ n 
M , So e {f e M I IlK f - gll < c + 6 }. But, Hs^ll < lis II implies that 
n  2  n ' n  —  n n  z —  n  
s = sj! and, hence, s e N(K 
n / n n 
By Lemma 11.19, {N(K^)-^ } is a decreasing sequence of subspaces such 
that nN(K )-^ = N(K)-L. Since s e N(K )-^ and s f*, we show that jj n n n n 
f* E N(K) -L . If f* i N(K)-L = nN(K )-L, then, for some N, f* i N(K^)-L . 
n n N 
For all n ^  N, we have d(f*,N(K^) ) £ d(f*,N(K^)) £ IIf* - s^ll 0, 
where d denotes the usual distance from a point to a closed set. This 
implies that f* e N(K^) , a contradiction. Hence, f* E N(K)-^. From 
Lemma 11.18, if s^ ->• f*, then Kf* = Pg. Since f* e N(K)-^ and Kf* = Pg, 
we have f* = f^, where f^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g. o 
Lemma 11.20; Suppose N = {f e M|Kf = 0} and N-^ = {f e M|f J_ N}. Then, 
the minimum norm element of {f E MjllKf - gll infllKh - gll + 6} equals the 
j hsM 
minimum norm element of {f E N-^ | IIKf - gll _< inf i IIKh - gll + 6}. 
hEN-L 
Proof; Note that M = N ® N-^ . Hence, we can write f E N as f = f^ + fg 
e N ® N-^ with IIfII^ = IIf. 11^ + llf_ll^. Also, infliKh - gll = infllK(h- + h„) 
hEM heM 
- gll = inf I llKh_ - gll. Therefore, if f E N-*- such that IIKf - gll _< 
hgEN-L 
inf I IIKh - gll + 6 = InfllKh - gll + 6, then f E {f E M| IlKf - gll infIIKh -
heN-^ h EN hsM 
gll + 6}. From the above it is clear that the minimum norm element of 
{f E MIII Kf - gll £ infllKh - gll + 6} is in N-^ . Hence, the minimum norm 
hEM 
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element of {f e M| IIKf - gII _< InfllKh - gII + 5} equals the minimum norm 
I h EM 
element of {f e N-^ | IlKf - gII inf i IIKh - gll + 6}. • 
heM-L 
Theorem 11.21; Let K:H^ ^ Hg be a compact operator and let M c be a 
finite-dimensional subspace. For each S > 0 and g E Hg, let s be the 
minimum norm element of {f E M|llKf - GII ^ infIIKh - GII + 6}. Then s de-
hsM 
pends continuously with respect to perturbations in g, but s does not de­
pend continuously with respect to compact perturbations in K. 
Proof ! From Lemma 11.20, it is sufficient to consider the case for which 
K is one-to-one on M. Since K*K is self-adjoint on M, there exists an 
orthonormal basis for M such that K*K#^ = where ^ 0 for 
each i. Let Then, 
= for all pairs i,j. Here 6^^ = 0, if i ^  j, and 6^^ = 1, if i = j. 
n 
Since R(K|M) = OK*, we can write g = E g + g* E R(K|M) 
1 1—X 1 1—J. i=l 
0 R(K|M)-^. NOW,, infIIKh - GII = IIG*Il and the condition IlKf - GII <_ infIIKh 
hsM hEM 
n 2 " 2 
- gll + 6 becomes, for f = E ».* , IlKf - gII = II E (a. - g.)K(j), II + 
i=l i=l 
IIg*II^ £ (IIg*II + 6)^. This is equivalent to E (a. - g,)^llK(|). 11^ £ 6^ + 
i=l 
2 2 2IIg*II6. But, IIK(J)^II = Hence, finding the minimum norm element in 
{f E MI IlKf - gll _< infliKh - gll + 6} is equivalent to finding the minimum 
hEM 
2 2 2 
norm element of the n-dimensional ellipsoid E A, (a, - g ) £ 6 + 2IIg*II6, 
i=l 1 
whose center is (g^ g^) and whose ith semi-axis has length 
-—^2"^ Since the center (g^,...,g^) and the ith semi-axis length 
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là— d e p e n d  c o n t i n u o u s l y  o n  g ,  a  s m a l l  c h a n g e  i n  g  i n d u c e s  o n l y  a  
V aJ 
small change in the above ellipsoid, and, hence, only a small change in 
the minimum norm element of the ellipsoid. This proves the first asser­
tion of the theorem. 
To show that s does not necessarily depend continuously with respect 
to compact perturbations in K, let M = where and ortho-
normal elements in H. Let be given by K^^a^^ + b^g) = a<j)^ and g = 
(|), + Since IIKf - gll^ = II (f. - 1)*, - (J),11^ = (f. - 1)^ + 1, infliKh -
i -  I  I  ^  ^  heM 
gll = 1. If 0 < 6 < 1, we wish to find the minimum norm element of 
{f e M| IlKf - gll ^ infliKh - gll + 6} = {f e M| (f^ - 1)^ + 1 ^  (1 + 6)^}. 
hcM 2 2 2 2 
Since the minimum of llfll = |f^| + [fgl subject to (f^ - 1) + 1 ^  
(1 + 6)^ (or, equivalently, |f^ - 1| £ v26 + 5^) occurs when f^ = 1 -
y/lS + 6^ and fg = 0, the required minimum norm element is s = 
(1 - y/lS + 
Now, let be given by K^^a*^ + b^g) = a((»^^ + EbOg* Let g and M be 
as above. Then, IlKf -  gll^ = II (f^ -  1)*^ + (sfg - = (f^ -  1)^ + 
(£f„ - 1)^ and inflikh - gll = 0. With 0 < 6 < 1, we wish to find the 
heM 
minimum norm element of {f E M| IIK f - gll £ InfllK h - gll + 6} = {f E M| 
^ hEM ^ 
2 2 2 (f^ - 1) + (Efg - 1) £ 6 }. Hence, we want to find the minimum norm 
(f^ - 1)2 (f -
element of the ellipsoid r + r _< 1. Since 0 < 6 < 1, the 
6 62 
2 
E 
length of the semi-major axis is ^  and the ellipsoid stays strictly in 
the region of the plane = {(x,y)|x > 6, y ^ ~ Hence, the mini­
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mum norm element of the ellipsoid has norm greater than the distance from 
the origin to the corner, (6, ^  ^  , of R^. But this distance equals 
~ which approaches infinity as e ^ 0^. Therefore, the 
minimum norm element of {f e M|IIK f - gll ^ infllKh - gII + 6} cannot con-
^ heM 
verge to s = (1 - as e ->• 0^. o 
Remark; The proof of the first part of the above theorem suggests an 
alternate means of computing the minimum norm element of {f e M| IIKf - gII 
£ infIIKh - gII + 6}. Given = K|M, one can calculate the eigenvectors 
heM * 
and eigenvalues of and obtain the basis for M. Then one sets up 
the specified ellipsoid and calculates the minimum norm element of the 
ellipsoid by the use of a standard constrained minimization routine. 
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CHAPTER III. 
CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR THE M-SOLUTION 
Let K:H, H_ be a compact operator and {M } , be an Increasing 1 Z n n=i 
00 
sequence of subspaces such that closure [ U M ] = H.. For each n, define 
n=l 
K to be kIm and P to be the orthogonal projection of H_ onto R(K ). If 
n ' n n " 2 n 
g E R(K) e R(K)\ then the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g exists. If P^g E R(K^) , 
then f^ = K^g is the M^-solution of Kf = g. We note that, if dim < «> 
or if M = N(K) + F , where dim f < ", then dim R(K ) < «> and R(K ) = 
n n n n n 
R(K^). Thus, for these choices of M^, P^g E R(K^), for all g E H^, and 
the M^-solution of Kf = g exists, for all g e Hg. 
Throughout this chapter, we will assume that g E R(K) 0 R(K)s u c h  
that P^g E R(K^), for all n, so that the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g exists and the 
M -solution f of Kf = g exists, for all n. The question arises as to 
n n 
when the M -solution f will converge to the LSSMN f_. In the theorems 
n n 0 
below, we will give conditions under which such convergence occurs. 
Recalling that f^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g, we first give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the orthogonal projection of f^ onto M^ to be 
equal to the M^-solution of Kf = g. We recall that a subspace M is in­
variant under K if, for each f e M, Kf e M. A subspace M reduces K if 
both M and M-^ are invariant under K. We note that, in the following 
theorem and corollary, K need not be compact. 
Theorem III.l; If 
1) K e B(H), 
2) M^ is invariant under K, 
3) g e R(K) e R(K) J-, 
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4) is the orthogonal projection of H onto R(K^), 
5) P^g E R(K^), where = K|M^, 
then, the orthogonal projection of f^ onto is the M^-solution of Kf = 
g, for all such g, if and only if reduces K. 
Proof; First we assume that M reduces K. Therefore, we can write 
n 
/k 0\ I 
K = I J relative to H = M Ô M . We recall that, if g = g- + g„ e 
Vo B/ " " ^ 2 
R(K) » R(K)i and Iq IS the LSSMN of Kf = g, then Kfg - G^. If we denote 
the orthogonal projection of H onto by Q^, then we can write Kf^ = 
in the matrix notation ( " )~( ^ r Therefore, 
\0 B/\(I-Q„)fo/ \(I - P„)gy 
^n^n^O " ^ri®l* Note that P^g - P^g^ = - g^) = since 
gg E R(K) -L 2 R(K^)-L. Thus, P^g = P^gj^ and = P^g. Since P^g is 
assumed to be in R(K ), the M -solution f of Kf = g exists. From the 
n n n 
definition of f , we know that K f = P_g and IIf II < IIQ f^ll. Let f = f 
n n n n° n — n 0 n n 
+ (I - Q__)f„. Then Kf; = Kf^ + K(I-q_^)fo - Kf^ + Kf^, - KQ^f„ = P„g + 
2 2 
- P^g = gj^. Thus, f^ is a solution of Kf = g^. Since llfMI = llf^ll + 
11(1 - Qn)foll^ 1 "Vo"^ + 11(1 - Q^)fQll^ = llfgll^, we have llfMI £ llfqll. 
Since f^ is the unique element of minimum norm such that Kfg = g^, we must 
have fp = f\ Therefore, for any g e R(K) ® R(K)such that P-g e 
R(K^), we have f^ = Q^fg. 
To prove the reverse implication, we assume that, for all g e R(K) ® 
R ( K ) s u c h  t h a t  P _ g  e  R ( K  ) ,  w e  h a v e  f  =  Q  f ^ .  S i n c e  M  i s  i n v a r i a n t  
" n n n u n 
(K A\ I " I relative to H = M ® M . Suppose O B /  n  n  
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g £ R(K) such that Q^g E R(K^). Since g = Q^g + (I - 0^)g E 0 , we 
have P^g = P^Q^g + P^(I - Q^)g. From the fact that is invariant under 
K, we have R(K^) C Therefore, R(K^)2 and Pj^Cl - Q^)g = 0, 
since (I - Q )g E M c R(K ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  f o r  g  E R(K) such that 
n n — n 
Q^g e R(K^), we have P^g = P^Q^g = Q^g. Since g E R(K), the LSSMN f^ of 
Kf = g satisfies 
n ( V o  ) / V  
\0 B/\(I-Q^)fQ/ \(I - Q^)g/ 
• "Vn^O + - V^ O  -
+ IIB(I - Q^)fQ - (I - Q^igH^ 
Since Q g £ R(K ) and Q f„ = f , where f is the M -solution of Kf = g, we 
n^ n n 0 n' n n 
have KQf„=Kf =Qg. Therefore, the above equality becomes 
n n 0 n n n" 
0 = IIA(I - Q)fJ^ + IIB(I - Q^)f. - (I - Q„)gll^. 
n u n u n 
Thus, if fg is the LSSMN of Kf = g, for g e R(K) such that Q^g E R(K^), 
/Q^ g \ 
then llA(I - Q )f^ll = 0. Since g = ( ) and (I - Q )g is arbitrary, 
° \(l - Q^)g/ 
this implies that IIAf II = 0, for all f E . Therefore, A = 0 and 
reduces K. D 
Corollary III.2; If 
1) K e B(H), 
2) is an increasing sequence of subspaces that reduce K such 
that closure [DM ] = H, 
n " 
3) g E R(K) @ R(K)-L , 
4) P^g E R(K^), for all n. 
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5) f is the M -solution of Kf = g, 
n n 
then limllf -  f-ll = 0. 
n-x» " ° 
Proof I Recall that is the orthogonal projection of H onto and f^ is 
the LSSMN of Kf = g. Since is an increasing sequence of subspaces 
such that closure [UM ] = H, limllQ f_ • f_ll = 0. But M reduces K, so, by 
n " n-H» " ^ " 
Theorem III.l, we have f = Q f_. Thus, limllf - f_il = 0. D 
" " " n-x» " 
In the following example, we will show that the conclusion of 
Corollary 111,2 does not necessarily hold if is not a sequence of 
reducing subspaces. 
Example III.l; Suppose Kz&g + &2 is a compact one-to-one operator such 
' i/n \ 
for n odd. 
/l/n^ 1 \
that K = diag (B^,B_,...,B where B = I „ ), 
^ ^ " \0 l/(n+l) / 
Let be the usual basis for 5,„. If g = I: [ (-^ + Tzrrrr) e. + 
J J-J- ^ jodd JUf-L; J 
—Ô e-.i]» then f_ = E j e is the unique solution of Kf = g. If 
(j+1) ^ " j=l ] j 
M  =  < e ,  t h e n  { M  }  i s  a n  i n c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  s u b s p a c e s .  N o t e  
n 1 1—1 n 
that, for n even, reduces K and, for n odd, does not reduce K. If 
f is the M -solution of Kf = g, then, for n even, we have f = Q f-, and, 
n  n  o > >  n  n O  
n-1 . In n 
for n odd, we have f = E y e. + (— + —r—ir) e = Q f„ + (—e . If 
^n " j Gj + (n + n + 1^ ®n " ^n^O + ^ n + 1^ ®n* 
we consider the subsequence {f } of {f }, where n, is the kth odd inte-
"k " * 
ger, then IIf - f.ll^ = llf - Q f.ll^ + llo f_ - f^ll^ = (—^)^ + 
"k 0 "k X 0 "k 0 0 \+l 
2 2 IIQ frj - f«ll . Hence, limllf -  f^ll = 1 and {f } does not converge to 
k " " n, -Hx. "k " " 
k 
^0- " 
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In [5, Section 4], Banks states a theorem which claims the con­
vergence of the M^-solutions to under certain assumptions. If 
is an orthonormal basis for Banks assumes that is linearly 
independent. For M = <*.>? ,, Banks calculates the M -solution f of 
ni 1=1 n n 
Kf = g in a manner similar to the AGS method. The two differences in 
Banks' approach are the assumption that is linearly independent 
and the fact that his procedure orthogonalizes the via the Gram-
Schmidt process but does not normalize the resulting vectors [5, Section 
3]. If = k|m^, then, since assumed to be linearly inde­
pendent, K~^ e B(R(K^),M^), for each n. Recall that we are writing g = 
gl + g2 e R(K) Ô R(K). Because is finite dimensional, P^g e R(K^), 
for all n. Hence, the M^-solution of Kf = g exists, for each n, and will 
be denoted by f^ = ~ K^^P^g. We recall that P^g = P^g^^, since 
R(K^) Ç R(K). In [5, Section 4], Banks defines to be the spectral 
radius of (K ^)*K ^ and recalls that p = IIK ^1!^. We will state the 
n n n n 
hypothesis in Banks' theorem directly in terms of IlK^^II, rather than in 
terms of p^. Using the above notation, we present the following statement 
of Banks' theorem [5, Theorem 4.3]. 
Theorem III.3 (Banks); Suppose K:H^ Hg is a compact operator, the set 
^^^i^i=l linearly independent, and that {IlK^^IIis a bounded se­
quence. Then, there exists f E such that limllf - fll = 0 and Kf = g-, 
n-x» " 
We will show that the two hypotheses of Theorem III.3 can never occur 
simultaneously. To facilitate the proof of this assertion, we first 
establish a lemma. By modifying the proof found in [22, Theorem VI.13] 
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that every compact operator is the norm limit of finite rank operators, we 
prove the following. 
Lemma III.4; Suppose K:H^ + Hg is a compact operator, an 
orthonormal basis for H, , and M = <<().>._i . If i n 1 1—1 
K f = Kf, for all f e M 
n n 
K f = 0 » for all f e 
n n 
M 1' 
then limllK - K II = 0. 
n 
n-x» 
1 Proof: Since M C  N(K - K ) and M N(K ) , IlK - K II = sup II (K - K )fll 
n - n n - n n n 
= sup II (K - K )f II = sup IIKf II. Due to the fact that {M }is an in-
II f 11=1,1 " II f 11=1,1 " 
feM feM 
n in 
creasing sequence, } is a decreasing sequence, which implies that 
{IlK - K 11} is a monotone decreasing sequence. Therefore, limllK - K II = 
n-K* 
c > 0. 
For each n, choose h e M such that IIh II = 1 and IIKh II > •§•. Re-
n n n n — 2 
call that a sequence {s } converges weakly to s if and only if lim (s ,4u) 
 ^ n-^   ^  ^
= (s,#j), for all j, and {lls^ll} is bounded [22, p. 112]. Since 
00 00 
h = E (h ,*.)*, (h ,* ) = E (h ,*)(*,* ) = 0, for all n ^  m. 
j=n+l J J j=n+l J J 
Therefore, for each j, lim(h ,*.) = 0. Thus, since IIh II = 1, for all n, 
w ^ 
we have h^ 0. Since compact operators map weakly convergent sequences 
into norm convergent sequences [22, Theorem VI.11], limliKh II = 0. Since 
n-x» 
IIKh II > for all n, this Implies that c = 0. Therefore, limllK - K II 
" ~ 2 n-x» " 
=  0 .  •  
Theorem III.5; Suppose that K:H^ ^  Hg is a compact operator, is 
linearly independent, and {^n-1 ^ bounded sequence. Then K is a 
finite rank operator. 
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Proof : We will assume that K is not of finite rank. Since K is a compact 
operator, K*K is compact and self-adjoint. Therefore, by the Hilbert-
Schmidt theorem [22, Theorem VI.16], a(K*K) = where > Ag > 
... > A > ... > 0. Since K does not have finite rank, K*K does not have 
— n — 
finite rank. Thus, > 0, for all positive integers n. Similarly, 
K*K is compact and self-adjoint with a(K*K ) = {A?}. ., where a" > a" > 
n n n n J j=l 1 — Z — 
... > 0^ > 0. 
— n 
We now show that limA" =0. To see why this is true, suppose 
n-x» 
lim A^ ^ 0. Then there exists a subsequence {A^^} such that A^^ > 6 > 0, 
n n^ n^ -Q-H» K. IS. 
for all k. Without loss of generality, assume that 5 f A , for all n. 
Let U = {z e c||z| < 6}. Then U separates o(K*K) into = {AyjA^ > 6} 
and 0„ = {A. I A. < 6}. Since limllK - K II = 0, limllK*K - K* II = 0. By the 
2 J j K-X» "k K-X» \ 
upper semicontinuity of separated parts of the spectrum for bounded 
operators [15, p. 212], this implies that o(K* K ) H u ^ for all suf-
"k "k  ^
ficiently large k. Thus, for sufficiently large k, A ^ e U. This implies 
"k 
that A^^ < 6, which is a contradiction. Hence, lim A^ = 0. 
If we denote the singular values of by {p?then y" = 
Therefore, p" = is the smallest singular value of K and lim p" 
" " " n->«>  ^
= 0. We recall that, since is assumed to be linearly independ­
ent, K ^  e B(R(K ),M ), for each n. If we write the singular value de-
n n -
composition of K as K f = Z y.(f,(|) )i|; , then K g = S — (g,^ )({> , 
n n J n " n ^n ^®"^n'^n' 
for all g E R(K ). If g e R(K ) such that IIgII = 1, then IIK ^gll^ < 
n n Ti — 
(~)^ Z |(g,^ )|^ = (•—)^*llglt^ = ("~)^. But, IlK 11^ = (—)^. There-
p" 1=1 " w" jj" * " u* 
n n n n 
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fore, llK~^ll = sup IIK ^gll = —. Since lim = 0, this implies that 
^ llgll=l, " y"" n-H. * 
geR(K) " 
{IIK~^II} is not a bounded sequence, which is a contradiction. Hence, K must 
n 
be of finite rank, o 
Corollary III.6; The two hypotheses of Theorem III.3 can never occur 
simultaneously. 
Proof; Suppose is linearly independent and {^n=l ^ 
bounded sequence. By Theorem III.5, this implies that K has finite rank. 
Therefore, is linearly dependent, o 
For the following development, we will assume that is an 
orthonormal basis for and that . However, we will not 
assume that ^ linearly independent set. If = K|M^, then 
R(K^) is closed and P^g e R(K^), for all g e Hg. In order to insure the 
existence of the LSSMN f^ of Kf = g, we will assume that g e R(K) # R(K) . 
For all such g, the M -solution f of Kf = g will be f = K"^g. 
n n n n 
The particular manner in which weak convergence is used in the proof 
of the following theorem is similar to the use of weak convergence in the 
proof of Theorem 11.15. 
Theorem III.7: Suppose {M^} is an increasing sequence of subspaces in 
such that H = closure [UM ]. If K:H^ •> H_ is a compact operator, i n i / 
g e R(K) ® R(K), fg is the LSSMN of Kf = g, f^ is the M^-solution of 
Kf = g, and if IIf^II _< IIf^II for all sufficiently large n, then limllf -
n-H» 
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Proof: Write g = g, + go e R(K) ® R(K)-^. Since closure [UM^] = we Id n X 
have closure [UK(M )] = R(K). Thus, if P is the orthogonal projection on 
n n n 
K(M ), then P g -> g,. By definition of the M -solution of Kf = g, 
n n i n 
c = inf IIKf - gII = IIP g - gII. Therefore, lim c^ = llgj^ - gII = IIKf^ - gII. 
f EMn n-x» 
Since llf^ll ^ llf^ll, for all n sufficiently large, and since {fjllfll £ II f g II} 
is a weakly compact set in , there is a subsequence {f } of {f } that 
i "k 
converges weakly to f^, where llf^ll ^ IIf^ll. Since K is a compact operator, 
Kf -> Kf, . But IIKf - gll = c , Kf Kf, , and c ^ llKf_ - gII imply 
"k  ^ "k "k "k  ^ "k ° 
that llKf^ - gll = IlKfg - gll. Since f^ is the LSSMN of Kf = g, we must have 
f^ = fp. It follows that every subsequence of {f^^ has a subsequence that 
w 
converges weakly to F^ and, hence, f^ -> f^. Therefore, for all h E H^, 
lim(f^ - fgjh) = 0. Hence, 
n-x» 
limllf - f«ll^ = lim (f - f_,f - f_) 
^  n 0  ^  n O ' n  0  n-x» n-x» 
= lim (f^ - fQ,f^) - lim (f^ - fg.fo) 
n-x» n-xo 
" <'r, -
n-x» 
= limllf^l|2 - (fQ.f^) 
n-x» 
< llmllf 11^ - (f £ ) 
n-x» 
• 1^ "» (fo'fo -
n-x» 
= 0.  a 
The hypothesis of the above theorem cannot be changed to read "for 
some e > 0, llf^ll _< llf^il + e, for n sufficiently large" (see Example II.4). 
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The following theorem, whose proof is significantly longer than that of 
Theorem III.7, differs only from Theorem III.7 in that the last hypothesis 
is changed to read "lim supII f^II £ llf^ll. " 
n-x» 
Theorem III.8: If lim supIIf II < llf^ll, then limllf - f^ll = 0. 
n — 0 '  ^ n 0 
n-H» n-^  
Proof; We will assume that {f^^ does not converge to f^. Therefore, 
there exists a subsequence {f } such that IIf -  f_ll ^ c > 0, for all k. 
"k "k 
Since the closed ball of radius llf^ll + 1 about the origin in a Hilbert 
space is weakly compact [10, p. 12], there exists a weakly convergent 
subsequence of {f }, which we shall call {f }. Therefore, there exists 
"k "k 
an element f e such that, for each y e H-, lim (f - f,y) = 0. Since 
I k-x» "k 
fg E N(K)-^ = R(K*), there exists a sequence {y^} in such that 
llm K*y^ . (g. 
m-HJo 
Since lira supllf II < llf _ll, there exists a >0 such that lim a =0 
and IIf 11^ < llf^ll^ + a ,  for all n. Hence, 
n — 0 n 
"^0 - = (^0 -
< 2lf - 2Re[ ( f  f » + a 
u " "k "k 
- + \ 
• "o'^o - + "o - \'fo> + \ 
-
Consider the following limit. 
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lim suplffg - f .fg)! = lim sup|(fQ - f + f - ,£^>1 
k-x» k k-x» k 
< |(fo - +lto|(f -
-  1 ( ^ 0 - f - V l  
= limUfp - f,K*y ) | 
m-x» 
= lim[lim|(f_ - f + f - f,K*y )|] 
U1-X» k-x» k k 
lim sup[lim sup{|(f_ - f ,K*y )| + 
m-x» k-x» u m 
- (' k'ymll 
^ lira sup[lim sup|(f_ - f ,K*y )| + 
m-x» k-x» k 
lim sup 1(f - f, k*y )|] 
k-x» k 
= lim sup[lim sup|(f„ - f ,K*y )|] 
m-x» k-x» u nj^ m 
= lim sup[lim sup|(Kf^ - Kf ,y )|] 
m-x» k-x» "k ™ 
= lira sup[lim sup|(g. - P g-, ,y ) | ] 
m-x» k-x» ^ "k 
_< lim sup[lim supIIg^ - P g. Il-lly II] 
mx» k+« *k 
= lira sup[lly II «limIIg^ - P g, II ] 
m-x» ™ k^ ^ \ ^ 
= lim sup[lly 11*0] 
m^ 
=  0 .  
We note that we used the fact that, for g = g^ + gg E R(K) # R(K), 
Kf_ = g- and Kf = K f = P g,, where P is the orthogonal projection 
" ^ "k "k "k "k \ 
of H_ onto R(K ) = K(M ). Since g. e R(K) and U K(M ) is dense in 
^ "k "k ^ k=l "k 
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R(K), we have limllg - P g II = 0. Thus, 
k-H» "k ^ 
- f 11^ < lim 2Re[(f - f ,f_)] + a 
k-x» "^k k-x» "k k 
< lim 2|(f - f ,f )| +0 
k-x» " "k " 
= 0. 
This contradicts our original assumption that II- fgll ^ c > 0, for all 
k. Hence, limllf - f„ll = 0. o 
n-x» " 0 
Example III.l was a problem for which lim supIIf II > IIfgII. 
n-x» 
In the light of Theorem III.7, it is natural to conjecture that, if 
2 and f^ is the M^-solution of Kf = g, for i = 1, 2, then IIf I^I _> 
IIfgII (or, possibly, llf^^ll ^ llf^ll). That this conjecture is false can be 
seen from the following example. 
Example III.2; Suppose = <e^> and = <^e^,eg>. If K = and 
g = Chen = (q) and f^ = (jyg)' Thus, llfj^ll = 1 > WfgH. 
But, if g = then f^ = (^Q^) and fg = ( and llf^ll = 1/2 < ^  
= IIf2II. Hence, the conjecture is false either way it is stated. • 
After proving a lemma, we will present a theorem on the convergence 
of the M^-solutions to f^ whose hypothesis does not involve f^. Main­
taining the same notation as above, we have f^ = K^g. Since R(K^) = 
R(K*), f E R(K*). Hence, we can define H = (K*)^f = (K^)*f = 
n n n  n n n n n  
Lemma III.9; If ll(K^)*f^ll _< M, for some M > 0 and for all n, then there 
exists B > 0 such that IIf II < B, for all n. 
n — 
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Proof: Fixing n momentarily, we write K as K f = E y. (f, (j). , for all 
n n j—1 J J 
r 
f e H,. Then, for all g E R(K ), K*g = E Therefore, for all 
1 n n j=l J J 
r r 
f e M , (K^)*f = (K*)+f = E )ill . Thus, ll(K^)*f 11^ = ^ ^ ' 
n n n 3  3  * " j=l 
|(f„, ^ = ^ "^n"^' since 1 - ^r ' ° 
J j=l 
plies that — < — < ... < —. Hence, for each n, IIf II < vi^*ll(K ) f II, 
' ^ l " ~ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ r  n  —  i n n  
where y" is the largest singular value of K^. 
In order to estimate the size of y^, we will use the upper semi-
continuity of the spectrum for bounded operators [25, Theorem 10.20]. 
Suppose a(K*K) = {A.}, ^, where A, > A„ > ... > X > ... > 0. If e > 0, 
X i=l 1 — 2 — — n — 
define U = {z e c||z - A^| < e, for some i}. Let a(K^K^) = where 
A" > ... > A^ >0. Since limitK*K - K*Kll = 0, the upper semi-continuity 
1 n-x» " " 
of a(K*K) implies that o(K*K^) c U, for all n sufficiently large [25, 
Theorem 10.20]. This implies that A" < A^ + e, for all n sufficiently 
large. Therefore, y" = < (A^ + for all n sufficiently 
large. 
Thus, for all n sufficiently large, llf^ll £ y^«II (K^)*f l^l < (A  ^
ll(K^)*f II. Hence, if ll(K^)*f II < M, for all n, there exists B > 0 such 
n n n n — 
that IIf II < B, for all n. o 
n — 
Theorem III.10: Suppose that dim M < «> and K = kIm , for all n. If 
n n ' n' 
{ll(K^)*f 11} 1 is bounded, then limllf - f„ll = 0. 
n n n=l n 0 
n->" 
Proof : If lt(K^)*f^ll _< M, for all n, then, by Lemma III. 9, there exists 
B > 0 such that IIf II < B. Assume that the bounded sequence {f } does not 
n — n 
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converge to Then, as in the proof of Theorem III.8, there is a 
subsequence {f } of {f } and an element f E H such that IIf - f_ll > C 
"k " ^ "k ° ~ 
> 0, for all k, and, for each y e H , lim (f - f,y) = 0. Also, since 
^ k-x» "k 
f E R(K*), there exists a sequence {y^} in such that lim K*y^ = f^. 
Since f_ e M and h = (K"'")*f = (K )'^f , we have that f = K h . 
n n n n n n n n n n 
Consider the followimg limit. 
«0 -
• Z - I'Z "o ' 
In order to justify the last equality, we need to show that each of the 
limits on the right-hand-side exist. Since E R(K), P is the orthogo-
<*>  ^
nal projection onto R(K ) = K(M ), and U K(M ) is dense in R(K), we 
"k "k k=l "k 
have limIIg^ - P g II = 0. The proof that lim| (f. - f ,f_) | = 0 is 
k-x» "k k-+») "^k 
identical to the proof of the same fact in Theorem III.8. For the other 
limit, we have the following. 
iij.^up|(fo - - \'W' 
= "-"puvo - WV 
< lim supIlK f - P g ll'llh II 
- k-^ "k 0 "k 1 "k 
< lim sup M« IIK f_ - Kf- + Kf. - P g, II 
- k-^ "k 0 0 0 "k 1 
< lim sup M[liK f - Kf II + IIg - P g II] 
k^ "k ° ° 1 *k 1 
£ lim M[llK - Kll.||f_ll + IIg. - P g, II] 
k-H» "k " ^ "k ^  
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The fact that limllK - Kll = 0 was proved in Lemma III.4. Therefore, 
k-H» "k 
2 limllf» - f I I  = 0 .  This contradicts our original assumption that 
k-Ko 0 "k 
IIf - f^ll > C > 0, for all k. Hence, limllf - f_ll = 0. o 
*k 0 - ^ ° 
We will close this chapter with three examples. The first example 
shows that the converse of Theorem III.10 is false by exhibiting a se­
quence {f^^ which converges to f^ for which {II (K^)*f^ll} is unbounded. 
Example III.3; Suppose Kz&g ^ Kg & compact one-to-one operator given 
by K = diag (1, 1/2, ..., 1/n, ...). If is the usual orthonormal 
basis for define = <e^>"_^. Since K+ = diag (1, 2, 3, ..., n, 
" 1 " I 1 
...), if g = Z —y e , then f- = K'^'g = E — e and f = Z — e . It is 
i=l i i=l " i=l 
n 
clear that limllf - f.11 = 0. However, (K )*f = Z e. and ll(K'^)*f II = n." 
n  U  n n . - l  n n  
n-x» i=l 
The following is an example for which f^ does not converge to f^ (and, 
hence, lim supIIf II > llfgll) and {II (K^)*f^ll} is not bounded. 
n-H» 
Example III.4: Let K = diag (B^, ..., B^, ...), where = 
^ 1/n \ 
for n odd, be as in Example III.l. Also take g = 
A/„ . 
\o l/(n+l)7 
E [ (-^ + . e + —- e^^ ] as in Example III.l. Recall that 
jodd JU+i; J (j+i)j 
1 -1 In 
f = E — e., if n is even, and f = E rre. + + , .) e , if n is 
n j' a j J n n + 1 n' 
odd. Also, recall that {f } does not converge to f„. We have (K^)*f = 
n ° 0 n' n 
Z je + [j + 1 - (j + l)^le. ,, if n is even, and (K'^)*f = I je. + 
jodd J " jodd J 
jln j<n 
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? „3 
[j + 1 - (j + 1 + (n + n~+~r^®n' odd. It is clear that 
{ll(K^)*f 11} is not bounded in this case. • 
n n 
The following is an example for which {f^^ does converge to f^, 
{II (K^)*f^ll} is bounded, and it is not true that llf^ll llf^ll for all n 
sufficiently large. 
Example III.5; Suppose is a compact one-to-one operator such 
, .R \ 
" \o l/n+l/ 
that K = diag (B^, ...» B^, ...), where B^ = ( ), for n odd. 
00 00 2 
Let {e.}._, be the usual orthonormal basis for If g = Z r e., 
J J--L j=l j.2^ J 
then f= E . e.,_ is the unique solution of Kf = g. If M = 
° Jodd 2^+1 " 
<e^>"_^, then, for n even, f^ = Q^f^, and, for n odd 
f = E 3,, e... + — e . Therefore, if n, is the kth odd integer, 
" jodd 2j+l 2" " ^ 
j<n 
IIf 11^ - llf„ll^ = — + E -Av - E ^ 
"k ^ 4^^ jodd 4^^^ jodd 4^^^ 
- 1 - E 1 
4^k jodd 4^^^ 
_1 L_ % 
4"k 4"k+l i=o 4 
 ^ (& 
2i 
4"k 4"k+l 15 
_1 1 
4% I5.4"k-1 
> 0. 
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Since llf 11 > llf.ll, for all odd Integers n. , it is not true that IIf II £ 
u K n 
llf _i!, for all n sufficiently large. We also have (K^)*f = E ^ • 
0 " " jodd 2^ ^ 
j<n 
e... + — e , if n is odd, and (K^)*f = E e ., if n is even. 
j+1 2" n " n jodd 
j<n 
CO  ^
Since II (K^)*f II £ I (-^) , which converges by the ratio test, {II (K^)*f^ll} 
" " i=l 2 
is bounded in this example. Therefore, by Theorem III.10, {f^} converges 
to fQ. • 
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CHAPTER IV. 
PERTURBATION RESULTS FOR M-SOLUTIONS OF Kf = g 
In practical situations, one often encounters perturbations in the 
I 
operator K and the right-hand-side g. We will assume that E:H^ is a 
compact operator with IIEll < e which represents the perturbation in K. 
This implies that the perturbed operator = K + E is also compact and 
that IIK - K^ll = IIEll < e. We designate the perturbed right-hand-side by 
and assume that It g - g^ll < e. 
First, we show that the LSSMN of Kf = g is well-posed with respect to 
perturbations in the right-hand-side g when K has finite rank. 
Theorem IV.1; Let K:H^ ^ Hg be a compact operator. The LSSMN f^ of 
Kf = g depends continuously on g e R(K) 0 R(K) if and only if K has 
finite rank. 
Proof; Suppose K has finite rank. From Theorem 1.8, K has closed range. 
+ 
By Theorem 1.5, K iHg is an operator (continuous linear transforma­
tion). By Theorem 1.4, f^ = K^g. Since K^ is continuous and has domain 
Hg, fg is uniquely defined for all g e Hg and f^ depends continuously on 
g. 
Suppose fp = K^g depends continuously on g e R(K) ® R(K). This 
implies that K^ is bounded and the domain of K^ is H^. By Theorem 1.5, 
this implies that R(K) is closed. Since K is compact and has closed 
range, K must have finite rank (see Theorem 1.8). o 
Next we show that the M-solution of Kf = g is not necessarily well-
posed. Assume that MÇ is a subspace such that dim M < <». If K^ = K|M 
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and = K |M, then both and are finite-rank operators. By Theorem 
1.8, this implies that both R(K^) and R(K^) are closed. As before, f = 
K^g is the M-solution of Kf = g and f^ = (Kj^)^g^ is the M-solution of 
K^f = 8,. 
Theorem IV.2; The M-solution of Kf = g is well-posed with respect to 
perturbations in g, but is not necessarily well-posed with respect to 
compact perturbations in K. 
Proof; Since is a finite-rank operator, has closed range and, 
hence, is a bounded operator. If = K and if IIg - g^II < e, we have 
limO^f - f^ll = lim IlK^g - K^g^ll £ limllKj^ll • llg - g^ll < limllK^II*e = 0. There­
fore, the M-solution is well-posed with respect to perturbations in g. 
To see that the M-solution is not necessarily well-posed with respect 
to perturbations in K, let M = and let be given by • 
(a(J)^ + b^g) = a^^. Here we assume that and that <})^ and are 
orthonormal vectors in H^. Let K^^a*^ + Eb^^) = a(|)^ + b(|),. If g = g^*^ + 
82*2' then f = K^g = g^*^ and f^ = (K^)^g = g^*! +-^ ((«g' Hence, 
I §21 
llf - f II = . If g_ ^ 0, we see that lim llf - f II = +«>. o 
The difficulty in the above theorem came from the rank-increasing 
perturbation in K^. We will introduce a modification of the AGS method 
for calculating the M-solution that will be seen to be well-posed [see 
Theorem IV.3]. Let M be a subspace of such that dim M < ". Let 
^"^i^iel orthonormal basis for M, where I = {j|l £ j £ dim M}. If 
K:H^ Hg is an operator, the procedure for the AGS method was as follows. 
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Define = K(|)^ and = 
if Wy^W f 0 
i-1 
0, if lly^^ll = 0 
i > 2, define y. = K* - E (K* and = 
j=l 
For each 1 E I, such that 
y^/lly^ll, if IIyII ^ 0 
0, if lly^ll = 0 
When one implements this process on a computer, one is forced to modify 
the AGS method as follows. If defined as above, let 6 > 0 be 
a fixed constant such that 6^lly^ll, for all i e I. Now define new sets 
and in the following manner. Define y^ = K<J)j^ and 
y^/lly^ll, if lly^ll 1 <5 
^1 = 
0, if lly^ll < 6 
For each i E I such that i > 2, define 
i-1 
y = K(j) - Z (K(t> ,[l> )ili and ij; = 
1 1 j_2 i J J 
y^/lly^ll, if IIyII >. 6 
0 ,  i f  I I y I I  <  6  
This procedure 
will be called the modified AGS method. Also define the set Iq = 
{i E = 0} = {i E 11 lly^ll < 6}. If 6 is chosen so that 0 < 6 < min 
{ lly^ll I lly^li > 0}, the rank of = K|M equals the cardinality of I - 1^. 
If is a compact operator such that I I K - < E, then I I -  K^ll 
< E. If 6 > 0 is the same fixed constant as above, we perform the same 
process on the set Define y^ = and = 
y^/lly^ll, if lly^ll 2 ^ 
For each i £ I such that i > 2, define y. = K ^ , -
0, if llyjil <6 X E 1 
y^/llyjll, if lly^ll _> 6 ^ 
Define I- = {iEl|i|), =0} 
0, if lly^ll <6 ^ 
i—1 
% (K 4> .  and = j=l ^ 1 3 3 1 
= {i E 11 lly^ll < 6}. By the modifications we make using 6, we change the 
range of = K^jM. The rank of the modified equals the cardinality of 
of I - Iq. For the rest of this chapter, we will use to denote the 
operator whose range is modified by the truncation level 5. 
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If 6 > 0 is chosen so that 0 < 6 < min{lly^^ll | lly^ll > 0}, define 
{ij;.}, T-and using 6 as above. Let A = (a..). . , where a.. = X 161 1 IG1 IJ IJJOX XJ 
(K4j,^i), let b = where b^ = and let x = (Xi)igi be the 
minimal norm solution of Ax = b in Let A = (a,.). . ^  where a^. = 2 E i] i,jel ij 
^^i^iel wh^re b^ = (gg,^^), and let x^ = be 
the minimal norm solution of A^x = b^ in Then (see Theorem II.4) 
f = E x.(|). and f = E xT^ . are the M-solutions given by the modified AGS 
iel ^ ^ iEl ^ ^  
method of Kf = g and K^f = g^, respectively. 
Theorem IV.3: Suppose K:H^ -> is an operator and M is a finite-dimen-
sional subspace of If 6 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small, then the 
modified AGS method for finding the M-solution of Kf = g is well-posed. 
y^ll, if lly^ll^ô 
Lemma IV.4: If 6 > 0, then, for each i E I, = 
0, if IIy^II < 6 
Proof: If lly^ll < 6, then = 0 and (K (p^ , i p^ )  =  0 .  Suppose IIyII >_ 6. By 
construction, (y^,^j) = 0, for all j < i. Therefore, since = y^/Hy^H, 
= li^  Wi.yj) 
li^ (K+i-yi) -
=  I I  y  I I .  •  
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Lemma IV.5: If 0 < 6 < mln{ lly^ll | lly^tl > 0}, then rank (A) = rank(K^) and 
rank(A^) = rank (K^). 
Proof ; Since A is an upper triangular matrix, rank(A) equals the number 
of nonzero diagonal elements in A. Since Iq = {i e l|^^ = 0} = {i e l| 
lly^ll < 6}, we may apply the previous lemma to conclude a^^ = = 0 
if and only if i e 1^. Therefore, rank(A) equals the cardinality of I -
Iq, which in turn equals rank(K^) due to the choice of 6. Hence, rank(A) 
= rank(K^). The second statement follows from the first by replacing K 
with K^. o 
Lemma IV.6; Suppose ô  >  0  i s  chosen so that 6 ^ Hy^H, for all i e I. 
Then, for each i e I, lim lly^ll = IIy II and lim IIU) - iJjjII = 0. 
&+0+ ^ ^ e-K)+ ^ ^ 
Proof; We proceed by induction on the index i. For i = 1, y^ = 
IIy I I  =  ll K ( J ) j ^ l l ,  y ^  =  a n d  IIy^II = llK^(j)j^ll. Then lim IIy  ^ - y^ll = 
lim IIK (p - K(j)^ II £ lim IIK - Kll = 0. Thus, if IIy. II < 6, then lly^ll < 6, 
e-K)+ e-)-0+ ^ ^ 
for E sufficiently small, and, consequently, = 0. Since 6 
I Iy I I, the only case left to consider is lly^ll > 6. Then, for e sufficient­
ly small, we have lly^ll > 6. Therefore, 
114, _ =^*1 " 
1 ""1" "iiK(|)^ ii 
• - "K+l'-Kc+l' 
+ IIILK (T>, II'K (p, - IIK*, II'K II) 
G  1 .  e l  ^ 1  e ^ l  
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('K,+iMlK+i - K^+^ll + I IK^+ill - IIKfill I -
WK^O^M) 
 ^ïxijT f'K - Kc' +l'Ke*l' - 'K*! 
+ 0' as E * 0+. 
Next, we suppose that lira lli/;, - i|;,ll = 0, for all 1 < r. Then, 
e->-0 
IIIy^11 - 1 I'yj. - y 
= llKé - E (K* - KJ. + E (K * 
r j<r r J 3 e r e r j j 
< 11(K - K )é II + I W(K. -  (K4 II. 
^ T- ^ ^ J J r J J 
Now, II (K - K )* II < IlK - K II -> 0, as e -> 0^. Since the above sum is a 
e r — E 
+ 
finite sum it suffices to show that each term approaches zero as e ^ 0 . 
So let j < r. Then, 
"(Kptr'*,)*, - (K4V'*,)*," 1 W(K *,*!)*! - (K*^,+ "(K *,*=)*, 
E  r  J  j  r  J  j  b t j j  t r j j  t - ^ j j  
< IIK ll 'll^,! - i|j.ll + |((j) -  K*ij,.) I £ fj -Cj iv^r» J ' 
< IIK ll'llij,^ -, ip.ll + llK*i()! - K*,j,. II 
- e j J e 3 3  
< IIK ll'llij;? - i/;.ll + llK*(/;! - K*\j),ll + llK*,j,. -K*4,.ll 
- e 3 J E^j e J 
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< IIK + IIK* - K*ll 
- E 3 J e J 3 e 
= 2llK II-lié! - ijJ.II + IIK - Kll •> 0 as E + 0"*". 
E J J E 
Therefore, 11m lly^ll = IIy II. Since 6 4= IIy II, there are only two possible 
situations to consider: IIy^11 < 6 and lly^ll >6. If IIy^11 < 6, then 
IIy^II < 6, for sufficiently small E, and, consequently, = 0. If 
IIy II > 6, then lly^ll > 6, for e sufficiently small. Then, llip^ - ip^ll = 
yE 
II .1 ^I,— ——II tends to zero as e ->• 0^, since lly^ - y II ->• 0 as E 0^. The 
"^r" lly^ll 
r 
proof of the theorem thus follows by induction, o 
Lemma IV. 7: If 6 > 0 is chosen so that 6 ^ IIyII, for all i E I, then 
l i m  l l A  -  A  I I  = 0 .  
E-0+ 
Proof; Let A = (a^^), where = (K4j,^^), and let A^ = (a^^), where 
a!j = Then, 
kij - a^jl = l(K4j,*i) -
= I 
£ ll<j. - K*,^^ll 
< IIK* - K*ll'llij, Jl + II K* ll'llij,. - il^jll 
— E ^i £ i 
< IlK - K II + IIK ll'llij;, - ,j,^ll. 
— E E i i 
It now follows from the previous lemma that lim a^. = a... Since A and 
e->0+ 
Ag are n x n matrices, where n equals the cardinality of I, it follows 
that lim llA - A II =0. • 
E-K)+ ^ 
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Lemma IV.8 (Lawson-Hanson) ; If T is any m x n matrix and IIEll < then 
rank (T + E) > rank T. 
Proof : The proof of this lemma is contained in the proof of [16, Theorem 
8.15]. • 
Lemma IV. 9; Suppose 0 < 6 < min{ lly^^ll | lly^ll > 0}. For e sufficiently 
small, rank(A) = rank(A^) and hence, rank(K^) = rank(K^). 
Proof : By Lemma IV. 7, lim IIA - A II = 0. Therefore, from Lemma IV.8, 
C+0+ c 
rank(A) rank(A^), for e sufficiently small. Hence, if A is full-rank, 
then A^ will also be full-rank, for e sufficiently small. 
If A is not full-rank, then a^^ = = 0 if and only if i e Iq, 
where 1^ = {i e ijlly^ll < 6}. Therefore, rank (A) equals the cardinality of 
I - I_. From Lemma IV.6, we have lim lly^ll = IIy II, for all i e I. Hence, 
e->0+ 
for each i e 1^, lly^ll < 6, when e is sufficiently small. If Iq = 
{i e 11 lly^ll < 6}, we see that Iq Ç Ig, for sufficiently small e. Since 
a^^ = = 0 if and only if i e I^, rank(A^) equals the cardinality 
of I - Iq. Since I - I^ Çi _ i^, we must have rank(A^) ^  rank(A), for e 
sufficiently small. Therefore, for e sufficiently small, rank(A) = 
rank(A^). By Lemma IV.5, rank(K^) = rank(A) and rank(K^) = rank(A^). n 
We need the following result from [16, Theorem 9.7]. 
Lemma IV. 10 (Lawson-Hanson); If A is an m x n matrix, let x = A"*!). 
Assume that IIA - A^ll < and rank(A^) £ rank(A). Let x^ = A^b^. Then, 
1) rank(A^) = rank(A), and 
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Il A - A II •11x11 + lib - b II + Il A - A II • IIA"*"!! • lib - Axil 
2) Itx - X II < llAMK- ^ 
^ - 1 - IIA - Agll.ltA+ll 
+ llA - A II • 11x11) . 
E 
Proof of Theorem IV.3; Using the same notation as above, we let x = A^b 
and Xg = A^bg. Then, if x = (x^) and x^ = (x^), we have (by Theorem II.4) 
that f = E X.({>. and f = E x^*. are the M-solutions given by the modl-
iEl 1 1 ^ iEl ^ 1 
fled AGS method for Kf = g and K^f = g^, respectively. Since 
an orthonormal set, IIx - x^ll = IIf - f^ll. If 0 < 6 < min{ lly^ll | lly^ll > 0}, 
we have (by Lemma IV.7) lim llA - A II = 0 and (by Lemma IV.9) rank(A) = 
E^ 0+ 
rank(A^). Therefore, applying 
llf - f II = llx - X II 
E E 
e 
Lemma IV.10, we obtain 
llA - A II ' 11x11 + lib - b II + IIA - A II • IIa"'"II • lib - Axil 
< IIA+I ( S = : 
1 - lA - A^I-IIA'*'! 
+ llA - A II • 11x11) , 
for E sufficiently small. Since lim llA - A II = 0 and lim lib - b II = 0, 
E^ 0+  ^ E+0+  ^
we see that lim llf - f II = 0. Hence, the modified AGS method for obtain-
E-K)"*" ^ 
ing the M-solution for Kf = g is well-posed. • 
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CHAPTER V. 
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE M-SOLUTION 
In this chapter, we will explore some of the numerical properties of 
the MNE method, the AGS method, and the SM method (which is a special 
version of Marti's method). All computing was done in Fortran on Iowa 
State University's ITEL AS/6, which is equivalent in capacity to, but 
twenty percent faster than, an IBM 370/168. The theoretical development 
of the MNE, AGS, and SM methods was given earlier in this paper. A de­
tailed inventory of the subroutines used in the implementation of the 
methods and a listing of the code for the three methods are included in 
the Appendix. 
Change of Variables 
Numerical integration was done using Gauss-Legendre quadrature rou­
tines which were set up to evaluate f(x)dx. Therefore, if we are given 
KiLgEa.b] 4. L2[C,d], (Kf)(s) = /^k(s,t)f(s)ds, and a function g E Lgfc.d], 
it is convenient to change variables so that we will be working from 
LgE-l.l] into [^[-1,1]. 
Suppose that (Kf)(s) = J^k(s,t)f (t)dt = g(s), c _< s £ d. We will 
assume that s = h^(x), where h^:[-l,l] -»• [c,d] is a differentiable func­
tion such that h^(-l) = c, h^(l) = d, and exists and is differentia­
ble. We will also assume that t = hgCy), where hgif-l.l] -+ [a,b] is a 
differentiable function such that hgC-lJ^a» hgCl) = b, and h^^ exists and 
is differentiable. This change of variables induces the measures vi(y) = 
hgCy) and v(x) = h^(x) on the space Lgf-l.l]. Therefore, we define 
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KQ:L2{[-l,l],w} -> L2{[-1,1],V} by (K^F) (x) = k(h^(x),h2(y))F(y)h^(y)dy 
for X e [-1,1]. Also define G(x) = g(h^(x)), for x e [-1,1]. 
Suppose that MÇ L2[a,b] is a subspace with orthonormal basis 
{<j)^(t) where I is at most countable. Define I'2[-l,l] 
by ^u(y) = O^^hgCy)). Note that, since {(|)^(t)} is orthonormal in L2[a,b], 
is orthonormal in L2{ [-1,1] ,M}. Then, we define Mq CL2{[-1,1], 
p} to be the subspace which is the closed span of {^i^(y)}^g2' f(t) e 
I^Ea.b], we define F(y) = f(h2(y))E Lglt-lfl],^}. Note that this implies 
that f(t) = Ffhg^ft)). 
Lemma V.l; f e M if and only if F H f.^hg £ Moreover, g e K(M) if and 
only if G 5 goh^ e Kq(Mq). 
Proof: If f E M, then f(t) = Z a^<|).(t). Since F(y) = f(h^(y)) = 
iEl 1 1 ^ 
E oi.^.(h„(y)) = I a.t|). (y), we see that F e ML. Similarly, if F e M_, 
iGl 1 1 ^ iEl 1 1 
then F(y) = E a  ip  ( y )  = S a. , (h„ (y) ). Since f(t) = F(h„^(t)) = 
iEl iel 
Z a.^.(t), we see that f E M. 
iEl ^ ^  
If g(s) E K(M), there exists f(t) E M such that (Kf)(s) = g(s). 
Therefore, F(y) = f^hgCy)) E and 
g(h^(x)) = (Kf)(h^(x)) = /^k(h^(x),t)f(t)dt 
= k(h^(x),h2(y))f(h2(y))h^(y)dy 
= (KqF)(X). 
Hence, g(h^(x)) E KQ(MQ). 
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If g(h^(x)) e Kq(Mq), there exists F(y) e Mq such that (K^F)(x) = 
g(h^(x)). Hence, f(t) = FChg^ft)) e M and 
g(s) = g(h^(x)) = k(h^(x),h2(y))F(y)h^(y)dy 
= ^\(s,t)F(h2^(t)dt 
= (Kf)(s). 
Thus, g(s) £ K(M). o 
If K^. = K)M, we define P to be the orthogonal projection of Lgtc.d] 
onto R(K^). We also define = Kq|Mq. If G(x) e LgE-l,!], then g(s) = 
G(h^^(S))EL2[c,d] and g(h^(x)) = G(h^^(h^(x))) = G(x). We define P^iLg 
{[-1,1],v} ->• L2{ [-1,1] ,v} by (PQG)(X) = (Pg)(h^(x)) = (POGOH^^) (h^(x)) . 
Lemma V.2; P^ is the orthogonal projection of L2{[-l,l],v} onto R(K^ ). 
2 
Proof ! First, we show that P^ = P^. If G £ Lgit-l.lj.v}, 
(P^G) (x) = PQ ° (PQG) (X) 
= Pq " (Pg)(hj^(x)) 
= P(Pg o h^ ° h^^)(h^(x)) 
= P(Pg)(h^(x)) 
2 
= Pg(s) 
= Pg(s) 
= Pg(h^(x)) 
= (PoG)(x). 
Hence, P^ = P^. 
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Next, we show that P* = Pq. For each G,H e 12^»v}, we have 
(G,P*H) = (PqG,H) 
= /^PoG(x)H(x)dv 
rl 
= /_^Pg(h^(x))H(x)dv 
= /^Pg(s)H(hj^^(s))ds 
= (Pg,H o h'h 
= (g,P(H ° h~^)) 
•- /^g(s)P(H o h^^)(s)ds 
= g(h^(x))P(H o h^^)(h^(x))dv 
= f_^ G(x)PpH(x)dv 
= (G,PpH). 
Therefore, P* = P^. 
Finally, we will show that R(K2 ) = {g|P^G = G}. If G e R(K^ ), then 
Mq U MQ 
G = lim KQF., where F. e for all j. By Lemma V.l, KQF.(X) = 
j-Ko 3 J J 
(KgFj o h^^)(h^(x)) G Kq(Mq) implies that (K^F^ o h^^)(s) e K(M). There­
fore, 
PQG(X) = lim PQ(KQF )(x) 
j-H» J 
= lim (P o K F. o h"l)(h (x)) 
j-H» "J ^ 
= lim P o (K F. o h"l)(s) 
= lim (K F o h:l)(s) 
J ^ 
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= lim K„F. ° h- ^  o (x) 
" J 
= lim K-F,(x) 
j-XJO J 
= G(x), 
where each of the above limits is taken in the appropriate norm. Thus, 
R(K^ )E {G|PQG = G}. 
If PQG(X) = G(x), then g(s) = g(h^(x)) = G(x) = (P^G)(x) = (Pg)(h^ 
(x)) = Pg(s). Therefore, g e R(P) = R(K^). Hence, g(s) = lim Kf.(s), 
j-Xx. J 
where f^ E M for all j. By Lemma V.l, if Kfj(s) e K(M), then Kfj(h^(x)) e 
KqCMq). Since G(x) = g(h.(x)) = g(s) = lim Kf.(s) = lim Kf.(h.(x)), we 
j-X» ^ j->oo ] 
have G e = R(K^ ). Thus, {G|PqG = G}£ R(K^ ). We have shown that 
Pq is the orthogonal projection of LgtE-l.l],^} onto R(K^ ). o 
Theorem V.3; f(t) is the M-solution of Kf = g if and only if F(y) = 
fChgCy)) is the Mg-solution of K^F = G. 
Proof ; We first show that the M-solution of Kf = g exists if and only if 
the Mg-solution of KqF = G exists. To do this, it is sufficient to show 
that Pg E R(K^) if and only if P^G E R(K^ ). If Pg e R(K^), there exists 
f e M such that (Kf)(s) = (Pg)(s). Therefore, since (P^G)(x) = (Pg) 
(h^(x)) = (Pg)(s) = (Kf)(s) = (Kf)(h^(x)) and since, by Lemma V.l, 
(Kf)(s) e K(M) implies that (Kf)(h^(x)) E KQ(MQ), we have PQG(X) e R(K^ ). 
If PQG e R(K^ ), there exists F E MQ such that KQF(X) = PQG(X). Since 
(Pg)(s) = (Pg)(h^(x)) = (PQG)(X) = (KQF)(X) = (KQF O hj^^)(h^(x)) and 
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since, by Lemma V.l, (K^F o h~^) (hj^(x)) e Kq(Mq) implies chat 
(KqF ° h~^)(s) = (KqF)(X) = (Pg)(s) E K(M), we have Pg e R(K^). 
Next, we show that, for any f e Lgfa.b] and g E we have the 
following equalities. 
IIKf - gII^  = /^|^k(s,t)f(t)dt - g(s)|^ds 
= /_\|/_\k(h^(x),h2(y))f(h2(y))h^(y)dy - g(h^(x)) |\'(x)dx. 
= IIKQF - GLL^. where F(y) = fChgCy)) and G(x) = g(h^(x)). 
Ilfll^ = /^lf(t)l^dt = lf(h2(y))|^h^(y)dy = lF(y)l^dy = llFll^, where 
F(y) = f(h2(y)). 
The above equalities imply that minllKf - gII = minllK-F - Gil = c and 
f£M FEMq 
that min{llhll|h e M and IIKh - gII = c} = min{llHlllH E MQ and IIKQH - Gil = c}. 
We conclude that f(t) is the M-solution of Kf = g if and only if F(y) = 
ffhgCy)) is the Mg-solution of K^F = G. n 
Corollary V.4; f^^t) is the LSSMN of Kf = g if and only if FQCY) = 
fgChgCy)) is the LSSMN of K^F = G. 
Proof; If we let M = Lgfa/b] and M^ = LglC-l.l],^}, the stated result 
follows from the above theorem, o 
Suppose f(t) is the M-solution of (Kf)(s) = /^k(s,t)f(t)dt = g(s), 
c _< s £ d. Let t = hgfy) = (^-y-^)y + g -) and s = h^(x) = (^-y-^)x 
c "f" d 
+ (—2—) be the change of variables mapping [a,b] to [-1,1] and [c,d] to 
[-1,1]. Then, we have the following corollary to Theorem V.3. 
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Corollary V.5; F(y) = ffhgfy)) is the MG-solution of (KQF)(x) = 
/^k(h^(x),h2(y))F(y)(^-=-9)dy = g(h^(x)) = G(x) if and only if F(y) is 
the Mg-solution of (K^F)(x) = k(h^(x),h2(y))F(y)dy = (-g-^)g(h(x)) = 
<b4T><=<='>-
Proof; If F is the M^-solution of K^F = G, then F is the minimum norm 
element in Mq such that K^F = PG, where P is the orthogonal projection 
onto R(Kq). But, (KqF)(X) = K(H^(x) .H^(y))F(y) (^-2-^)dy = PG(x) if and 
only if (K^F)(x) = k(h^(x) ,h2(y))F(y)dy = (^-~)PG(x), i.e., F is the 
ML-solution of K-F = (7—^—)G(x). o 
U i D - a 
In the above development, the fact that we used Kq:L2{[-1,1],y} 
L2{[-1,1],v} instead of KQiLgt-l,!] ^  Lgt-l.l] is crucial, as is illus­
trated by the following example. 
Example V.l; If M = <l,t>, the equation (Kf) (s) = /g^l'f(t)dt = 1 = g(s) 
has M-solution f^(t) = 1. The LSSMN f^ of Kf = g is also fgCt) = 1. 
2 Suppose we use the change of variables t = y . The above equation 
becomes J^f(y^)2ydy =1. We set F(y) = f(y^) and define K^:L2[0,1] -» 
L2[0,1] by (K^F)(x) = ^^(2y)F(y)dy. The set M = <l,t> translates to Mq = 
<l,y^> and the integral equation becomes (K^F)(x) = ^^(2y)F(y)dy = 1. 
Since N(K^) = <y>-L, we have N(K^) = <y>. Hence, the LSSMN F^ of K^F = 
G is given by F^Cy) = ay, for some a. An easy calculation shows that 
FgCy) = 3y/2. The M^-solution of K^F = G is given by F^(y) = a • 1 + gy2, 
2 2 
where a and 3 are chosen to minimize lia + 3y II . A straightforward 
calculation using Lagrange multipliers gives the values a = 2/7 and g = 
10/7. Therefore, F^(y) = 2/7 + lOy^/7. But, F^Cy) = 3y/2 corresponds to 
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f^(t) = 3/t/2 f and F^(y) = 2/7 + lOy^/7 corresponds to fgtt) = 
2/7 + lOt/7 f f (t). Hence, the failure to include the factor of 2y in 
M 
the dy leads to incorrect results. • 
Practical Implementation of the AGS Method 
We assume that the operator K, the right-hand-side g, and the sub-
space M = are known. In order to set up the matrix A and the 
vector b, we obtain by performing the modified version of the 
Gram-Schmidt process (see Chapter IV) on However, the Gauss-
Legendre quadrature formulas use only the values of the functions involved 
at the quadrature points. Therefore, we need only perform the altered 
Gram-Schmidt process on the vectors KiJ)^ = (K(j)^(Xj)), where is the jth 
quadrature point, to obtain vectors i|;. = (i//. (x,)). For notational con-
i 1 3 
venience, we will describe the altered Gram-Schmidt process in terms of 
instead of 
Recall that A = (a^^), where a^^ = (K<j)j , and b = (b^), where 
= (g,^^). In the process of obtaining the vectors we can also 
obtain the elements of A and b one row at a time. Let DEL be a fixed 
-14 positive constant. In practice, DEL was chosen so that 1 x 10 ^ DEL ^  
1 X 10 If y^ = calculate IIy^^II. If IIy^^II < DEL, then set = 0. 
Yl 
If not, set = IIy II'. Using compute (g,^ )^ and for 1 _< j _< 
n, which constitutes the first row of the matrix system Ax = b. Next, let 
y2 = where and have already been calculated. 
y. 
If IIy2II < DEL, set = 0. Otherwise, let = "ifyT" Using we com­
pute (g,^2) and (K(|)^, , for 2 ^  i < n, which constitutes the second row 
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of Ax = b. By continuing the use of previously calculated elements, we 
set up the matrix system Ax = b as we calculate the set 
Once the system Ax = b is established, in order to obtain the M-
solution given by the AGS method, we must find the minimum norm solution 
of Ax = b. Since A is an upper triangular matrix whose ith row consists 
of zeroes if lly^ll < DEL, it is easy to determine whether or not A has full 
rank. If A has full rank, then Ax = b is solved uniquely by the Linpack 
subroutine DTRSL [7, Chapter 6]. If A does not have full-rank, the 
Linpack subroutine DSVDC [7, Chapter 11] uses the singular value decom­
position of A to calculate x = A'h), where A"*" is the Moore-Penrose gener­
alized inverse of A. DSVDC supplies as candidates for the nonzero 
singular values of A. In order to decide which of the are nonzero, we 
use the same tolerance DEL as above. If < DEL, then is set to zero. 
The resulting nonzero singular values are used to calculate A^b. 
Practical Implementation of the MNE Method 
We again assume that the operator K, the right-hand-side g, and the 
subspace M = are known. Using these, we set up the Hermitian 
matrix B = [ (K(J)^,K(f)^) ] and the vector w = [(g,K4^)]. The necessary inner 
products are calculated by a modified version of the SSP program DQG12 
[1] .  
In order to obtain the M-solution afforded by the MNE method, we must 
find the minimum norm solution of Bx = w. Due to the fact that quadrature 
error is present in each element of B, it is difficult to determine 
whether or not B has full rank. Therefore, in order to find the minimum 
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norm solution of Bx = w, the Linpack subroutine DSVDC [7, Chapter 11] uses 
the singular value decomposition of B to obtain x = B"^w, where B^ is the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of B. As before, DSVDC supplies 
as candidates for the nonzero singular values of B. If < DEL, where 
—12 
the cutoff tolerance DEL was generally chosen to be 1 x 10 , then is 
set to zero. The resulting nonzero singular values are used to calculate 
B^ w. 
Practical Implementation of the SM Method 
The SM method is Marti*s method with 6^ = 0, for all n (see Chapter 
II), With this choice of {5^^, the SM method calculates the M-solution of 
Kf = g and, hence, can be compared with the AGS and MNE methods for calcu­
lating the M-solution of Kf = g. 
Assume that the operator K, the right-hand-side g, and the subspace 
M = are known. For the SM method, set up the matrix B = (b^j), 
where b.. = (K4.,K#.), and the vector w = (w ), where w. = (g,K#.), as in 
i j  1  J  1 1 1  
the MNE method. In addition, set up the matrix M' = (m,.), where m.. = 
n 
(*.,*.). If f = Z X.#. G M, define the vector x e r" by x = (x^). 
1=1 ^ 2 2 
Using the above matrices, we first must calculate a = infllKf - gII = 
T T 2 fGM 
min [x Bx - 2w x + IIgII ]. To do this, we use the IMSL subroutine ZXCGR 
xeR" 
[13], which uses a conjugate gradient algorithm to find the minimum of the 
T T 2 function x Bx - 2w x + IIgII . In order to find the M-solution given by the 
SM method, we need to find the minimum norm element of {f e M| IlKf - gII = 
a}. Marti [19, Section 2] gives the following procedure for finding the 
vector X corresponding to the M-solution. First, define y^ to be y^ = 
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—1 T T 2 (B + uM')~ w, where u e (O,»). Next, define F(u) = uy^M'y^ + w y^ - Il g II 
+ a" y for u E (0,«>). Since F'(u) = -2uy^M'(B + uM') ^ M'y^, we use the SSP 
routine DRTNI [1] to find the unique zero of F(u) by Newton's method. If 
\ is the unique zero of F(u), the vector x corresponding to the M-solution 
is given by x = (B + XM')~^w. We note that (B + uM')~^ is calculated by 
the DPODI subroutine from Linpack [7, Chapter 3]. 
Comparison of Two Procedures for Gauss-Legendre Quadrature 
Since all three methods used several numerical integrations in order 
to calculate the inner products involved in the desired systems of equa­
tions, we needed an efficient, but accurate, numerical quadrature scheme. 
To this end, we chose to use twelve-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature [2, 
p. 237] in two different forms. For the MNE and the SM methods, the 
Scientific Subroutine Package's twelve-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
routine DQG12 [1] was modified to perform the necessary integrations. 
For the AGS method, it was necessary to perform an altered Gram-Schmidt 
process on the set of functions Since the necessary steps in 
this process involved recursion, we could not do the desired Gram-Schmidt 
process in Fortran. Hence, recognizing that the quadrature routines 
needed only the values of the functions at the quadrature points, we 
constructed our own twelve-point quadrature rule directly from the 
quadrature points and weights derived from Love's Abscissas and Weights 
for Gaussian Quadrature [18, p. 13] by correct rounding to sixteen decimal 
places. Then we could perform the altered Gram-Schmidt process on the re­
sulting vectors K(J)^ = (K(j)^(Xj)), where x^ is the jth quadrature point. 
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The question then arises as to whether it is more efficient to use a 
"canned" subroutine to perform Gauss-Legendre quadrature or to develop a 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature routine directly from the weights and quadrature 
points. Since numerical integrations formed only part of the AGS and MNE 
methods, direct comparison of the two approaches to Gauss-Legendre quadra­
ture is difficult. However, since the MNE and AGS methods both calculate 
the M-solution from the same original information, the amount of CPU time 
used by each method would seem to serve as a rough estimate of the com­
parative efficiency of the two approaches to Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
Since the AGS program produced the M-solution in roughly one-third the CPU 
time needed by the MNE program, it seems reasonable to conclude that the 
quadrature formula we constructed directly from the weights and quadrature 
points is more efficient than the modified DQG12 quadrature formula. 
Examples 
In this section, we list ten examples of Fredholm integral equations 
of the first kind for which we will calculate M-solutions for various 
choices of M. Since we wish to use Gauss-Legendre quadrature, we will 
need to state our integral equations in the framework of L2[-l,l]. There­
fore, if the problem (Kf)(s) = ^^k(s,t)f(t)dt = g(s), 0 < s < 1, is 
referenced in the literature, we will transform it to the problem 
(KQF)(X) = K(x,y)F(y)dy = G(x), -1 £ x _< 1, by using s = h^(x) = ^ ^  * 
and t = hgCy) = ^ 2 Since h^Cy) = 1/2, we will assume that we multiply 
both sides by 2 and that G(x) reflects that multiplication. If f^Ct) is 
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.1 + 
the LSSMN of Kf = g, then, by Corollary V.4, FgCy) = fgC—will be the 
LSSMN of KQF = G. 
Once we are working in Lgl-l.l], we will define = <<))for an 
appropriate choice of Then, for each n, we will obtain the 
solution f^ of KQF = G. In the analysis of the methods, we will compare 
the numerical results obtained by thé three methods with f^. 
Therefore, in the presentation of examples below, we will include the 
following information. If the integral equation ^^k(s,t)f(t)dt = g(s) is 
studied in the literature, we will give k(s,t), g(s), f^Ct), and a refer­
ence. If K(x,y)F(y)dy = G(x) is the integral equation with which we 
will deal in L2[-l,l], we will give K(x,y), G(x), and F^Cy). We will 
indicate the choice of by specifying the choice of (|)^. For 
each choice of M , we will then give the M -solution f . 
n n n 
Example V.2: k(s,t) = s + t, g(s) = s, f^Ct) = 4 - 6t, [3]. 
K(x,y) = f + f + 1» G(x) = 1 + X, FgCy) = 1 - 3y. 
<J)^  = ith unformalized Legendre polynomial. 
^2 = ^3 = ^4 = 1 
Example V.3; K(x,y) = x - y, G(x) = -2/3, F^Cy) = y. 
(t>^ = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
^2 = - y- 2 
Example V.4: k(s,t) = (s - t)^, g(s) = ^ — y s + ^ , f^Ct) = t, [19]. 
K(x,y) = , G(x) = X " f = 2 + Y" 
<|)^  = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
^ 2 - 1 4 -
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2 2 
Example V.5: K(x,y) = , G(x) = ^  + ^  + ^ , FjCy) = " f "X* 
({>. = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
Example V.6; K(x,y) = (x - y)^ , G(x) = -4/3x, F^ Cy) = y. 
<|)^  = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
2^ " " y-
Example V.7; K(x,y) = (x - y)^ , G(x) = -4/5x, F^ Cy) = 3y/5. 
<t)^  = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
£3 = = 3y/5. 
Example V.8: K(x,y) = (x - y)^ , G(x) = 2x^  + lOx^  + 6x^  + 2/7, FQCY) = 
<j>^  = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
'2 ° S • ^4 -
Example V.9; K(x,y) = sin(x + y), G(x) = 5 sin x + 3 cos x, 
FgCy) (1 + (sin l)(cos 1)^   ^ 1^ - (sin l)(cos 1)^  
sin y. 
<|)^  = cos y, (^ 2 = sin y ,  fg^ y) =  FQ(y). 
= ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
fg, fg do not have a nice form. 
8+1 _ , 
Example V.IO; k(s,t} = e® , g(s) =  ^^  ^ —, fgCs) = e , [3]. 
K(x.y) = s(x) . ( « )(e(3-t«)/2 . 
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Example V.ll: k(s,t) = cos(st), g(s) = + £25-^  ^ -, fgCs) - s> [29]. 
s 
K(x.y) = cos(l + * + y + *?). G(x) = (^ ) sin (^ ) + 
z^ (cos(^ ^^ ) - 1), F (y) = 
(1 + x)2  ^ " 
(j)^  = ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial. 
2^ • ^  " h  '  h ' h '  
Comments on the Choice of M 
In the theoretical discussions of the M-solution, it was assumed that 
M = <<!>.>. ,, where {<J).},  ^was an orthonormal set. In practice, it is 
i XCX X 1GX 
sufficient to assume that an orthogonal set. In doing this, we 
are absorbing the normalizing factor into the ith coefficient of the 
solution vector. We note that, in each of the above examples, we did 
assume that was an orthogonal set, rather than an orthonormal set. 
It is natural to choose M to reflect some a priori knowledge of the 
desired solution. It is equally natural to consider the effects of 
choosing an M which does not reflect the properties of the actual solu­
tion. In Example V.9, the integral equation KF(x) = ^  sin(x + y)F(y)dy 
= 5 sin X + 3 cos X has LSSMN F^ Cy) = <1 + (sin \) (cos 1)^   ^
3 
l)(cos 1)) sin y* For this equation, we used the MNE and AGS 
2 
methods to calculate the M-solutlon, where M = with 4^ (y) = cos y 
and *2(7) = sin y. Due to our choice of M, the M-solution equals Fq, the 
LSSMN of KF = G. The coefficients of the calculated M-solution given by 
the two methods agreed to sixteen decimal places and were good approxlma-
(1°"» " 1 + (sin 1) (cos 1) 1 - (sin 1) (cos 1)- Therefore, for this 
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choice of <j)^  and the calculated M-solution f^  was a good approximation 
to the actual M-solution Fq. 
In order to see what effect a different choice of M would have on the 
M-solution, we let M* = <(|)*>^ _^ , where (|)* is the ith unnonnalized Legendre 
polynomial, for 2 £ n _< 5. We denote the M^ -solution of Kf = g by f^ . We 
used the MNE and AGS methods to calculate the M^ -solutions, for 2 < n < 5. 
For each n, the coefficients of the calculated M^ -solutions given by the 
MNE and the AGS method agreed to fourteen decimal places. Using these 
coefficients as an approximation to f^ , we will give below the norm dif-
ference of the M-solution and the M -solution. Since f„ was a good 
n M 
approximation to F^ , the actual M-solution, we will use the quotient 
II f - f*ll * 
il- II " to measure the relative error of f , where IIf__ll » 5.80426. This ilf„ll n' M 
* * 
will measure how far the M -solution varies from the M-solution when M is 
n n 
not chosen to reflect properties of the actual solution. 
n II f„ - f II Relative error 
2 .70831 .12203 
3 .57476 .09902 
4 .55419 .09548 
5 .55415 .09547 
Since we cannot approximate sin y and cos y closely using low-degree 
* 
Legendre polynomials, we would not expect f^  to be very close to f^ . The 
above relative errors indicate that this occurs for the values of n that 
we used. 
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In Example V.IO, it is also important to choose M carefully. In that 
example, the LSSMN F^ Cy) = We chose M = where 4^ (y) = 
and ^^ (y) = ye~^ ^^ , so that the actual M-solution is Fq. If f^ g is 
the approximation of the M-solution given by the MNE method and f^ g^ is 
the approximation of the M-solution given by the AGS method, the computed 
results are llf^g - F^ll = 6.316705433 x 10 and IIf- FqII = 
6.464848100 x 10~^ .^ Thus, for the above choice of M, the two methods 
* , * n * 
both worked very well. However, if we chose where (|)^  equals 
the ith unnormalized Legendre polynomial, we would expect the same type of 
results for Example V.IO as we obtained for Example V.9. 
Discussion of the Performance of the SM Method 
As we saw in the section above on the practical implementation of the 
SM method, the SM method involves setting up the matrices B and M and the 
vector w, the use of a conjugate gradient algorithm, the inversion of 
certain matrices, and an application of Newton's method. To allow the 
routine DRTNI [1] to determine whether or not Newton's method converged, 
we set the upper bound for the error in the resultant root u of F(u) = 0 
at 1 X 10 ^  and the upper bound for the number of iteration steps allowed 
at 100. Experiments with other values for these upper bounds proved 
costly. 
The most important factor determining the length of time needed by 
the SM method was the number of iteration steps needed by DRTNI to deter­
mine the convergence of Newton's method. If the starting value Uq for 
Newton's method was chosen so that Newton's method converged within a few 
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iterations, then the SM method took approximately twice the CPU time 
needed by the AGS method to solve the same problem. However, if was 
chosen so that Newton's method did not converge within 100 iterations, the 
SM method used nearly five times the CPU time needed by the AGS method 
(and yielded no information about the solution of the problem). 
Theoretically, F'(u) < 0, for all u > 0. Therefore, F(u) is a mono­
tone decreasing function and we would expect fairly stable behavior with 
respect to the starting value u^  for Newton's method. As we shall see 
from considering several examples, this does not always occur. We note 
that Marti [19, p. 1073] suggests using a small value for u^ , but does not 
Indicate what he considers small. 
Using Example V.2, we tried to use the SM method to find the M^ -
solutlon, for M^  = and (j)^  equal to the ith unnormallzed Legendre 
polynomial, for n = 2, 3. The SM method failed to converge for either 
value of n and a wide variety of starting values. Listed below Is the set 
of starting values u^  for Newton's method which were tried, the approxi­
mate u value u^ oo *hlch was reached after 100 iterations, and the approxi­
mate value of the objective function F at 
n 
"o "lOO F("ioo 
2 IxloT^ O -1.9x10* -2.67 
2 IxlO'lG -12.18 -2.57 
2 IxloT^ * 55.29 -2.29 
2 IxlO'lZ 19.24 -1.79 
2 IxloT^  2.29 -.45 
2 ixioT^  1.61 -.34 
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n 
"o "lOO ^^ "lOO 
2 2x10" 25.59 -1.96 
2 3x10" 3.3x10* -2.66 
2 5x10" 1.1x10^  -2.66 
3 IxlO" 6 -14.65 -2.61 
3 IxlO" 5 56.58 -2.30 
3 IxlO" 2.29 -.45 
3 IxlO" 1.62 -.34 
3 2x10" 25.59 -1.96 
3 3x10" 3.3x10* -2.66 
3 5x10" 1.1x10^  -2.66 
The large changes in for small changes in and the appearance of 
negative values In U-J^ QQ for some choices of u^  does not seem to reflect 
the fact that F(u) is monotone decreasing. 
Using Example V.5, the SM method was used to try to find the M-
2 
solution for M = , where <1»^  ^ equals the 1th unnormallzed Legendre 
polynomial. We list below the results of Newton's method for a range of 
starting values in the same format as before. As before, we will let 
denote the final u value considered by Newton's method if the method did 
not converge. However, if the method did converge, will denote the 
approximate root of F(u) = 0 and we will indicate In the last column the 
number of iteration steps needed for convergence. 
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"o "lOO ^^ "lOO^  
Converged? 
ixlO"^  ^ 898.45 -.152 No 
ixlO"^  ^ 24.10 -.151 No 
lxlO~^ ° -.179x10"® 
-16 
-.417x10 Yes (2 steps) 
2xlO~^ ° -.242x10"* -.532x10"^  ^ Yes (2 steps) 
lxlO~® -.305x10"* -.838x10"^  ^ Yes (2 steps) 
IxlO"^  1.612x10* -.152 No 
IxloT^  25.54 -.151 No 
IxlO"^  24.37 -.151 No 
2xlO"l .953x10* -.152 No 
3xlO~^  26.06 -.151 No 
5x10"^  .117x10^  -.152 No 
Once again, the erratic behavior of with respect to Uq and the con­
vergence of Newton's method to negative roots is puzzling. 
In Example V.6, we have a problem for which the SM method does con­
verge to positive roots for certain starting values. The SM method was 
used to find the M -solution for M = ,, where ( j > ,  is the ith un-
n ni i=l i 
normalized Legendre polynomial, for n = 2, 3. The results are listed 
below in the usual format. 
4 
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n 
"o "lOO ^^ "lOO^  
Converged? 
2 ixioT^  ^
-14 
.899x10 -.126x10"^ ® Yes (2 steps) 
3 IxlO"^  ^ .582x10^ 4 -1 .18 No 
3 IxlO'lS .582x10^ 3 -1 .18 No 
3 IxlO"^  ^ .582x10^ 2 -1 .18 No 
3 IxlO"^  .151 .671x10"* Yes (25 steps) 
3 5x10"^  .151 -.587x10"* Yes (32 steps) 
1 draw several conclusions from the above results We see that the 
SM method may, or may not, converge quickly, depending on the choice of 
-14 
starting values. Since the actual root u is approximately .9 x 10 for 
n = 2, we cannot assume that "small" starting values like 1 x 10 are 
-14 
unreasonable for some problems. Also, since the value Uq = 1 x 10 
worked so well for n = 2, one might expect a similar starting value to 
work well for n = 3. The results above indicate that this is not the 
case. 
The above discussion indicates that the choice of the starting value 
Uq is very important in determining whether one obtains any Information 
concerning the M-solution from the SM method. We also note that, if the 
method converged, it took less than 40 iterations to obtain the desired 
root. 
The next question to consider is, if Newton's method did converge, 
how good an approximation to the M-solution did the SM method provide? 
In each of the examples we discuss, M^  = where is the ith 
unnormalized Legendre polynomial. For each example, we will indicate the 
values of n considered, the starting values Uq for which the method con-
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verged, and the number of Iteration steps needed for convergence. If we 
put an * next to the number of steps, this will indicate that Newton's 
method converged to a negative root for that particular starting value. 
If fg^  is the approximation to the M^ -solution given by the SM method and 
f is the actual M -solution, we will list llf - f II. For purposes of 
n n aM n 
comparison, if f.^ ,_ is the approximation to the M -solution given by the 
AUb n 
AGS method, we will also list Hf.po - f H. 
Example n 
"o 
// of steps llf„„ - f II 
oN n "^AGS - fn" 
V.3 2 Ixio" 10 1.352199988x10"* 1.652546024x10"^  ^
2 5x10" 15 8.645065799x10"^  
V.4 2 IxloT 
0 
2* 1.557776193x10"® 3.741657387x10"!* 
2 2x10" 0 2* 2.030919168x10"* 
2 ixio" 2* 2.548610602x10"* 
V.5 2 IxlO" 4 2 4.024592225x10"^  ^ 8.861917338x10"!* 
3 ixioT 25 6.395723699x10"^  1.778944864x10"!^  
3 5x10" 32 6.395724273x10"^  
V.6 3 IxlO" 31 6.395311124x10"^  1.081438222x10"!^  
3 5x10" 36 6.395311695x10"^  
From these results. we see that. even when the SM method yields an approx-
imation of the M -solution f , llf„„ - f II is generally significantly 
n n aPi n 
larger than "f^ gg - f^ JI. 
Comparison of the AGS and MNE Methods 
In order to compare the AGS method and the MNE method for calculating 
the M-solution, we tested the two methods in several different examples, 
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For each of the examples, where (()^  equals the ith unnormal-
ized Legendre polynomial. We will let f^  represent the actual M^ -solution 
(which was given in the sample list), f^ g^ represent the approximation of 
the M^ -solution given by the AGS method, and f^ g represent the approxima­
tion of the M^ -solution given by the MNE method. If, for each n, and 
are the matrices set up by the MNE and AGS methods, respectively, we 
will also include estimates of the condition numbers for B and A . The 
" *1 
estimate for the condition of a matrix T will be given by IIT"*"II • IITil = —, 
k 
where is the largest singular value of T and is the smallest singu­
lar value of T. For matrices the computer considered full-rank, the 
estimates of the condition numbers were computed by the Linpack routines 
DPOCO [7, p. 3.2] and DTRCO [7, p. 6.1]. For the other case, we computed 
the estimate by dividing the largest singular value by the smallest singu­
lar value. Using the above notation, we list the following results. 
Exam-
pie n 
"MNE - "^ AGS " ^n" 
Cond (B^ ) Cond 
V.2 2 2.286875598x10"^  ^ 5.099019514x10"!^  598 25 
3 2.201292761x10"^  ^ 5.888968772x10"!^  4.19x10^ 4 23 
4 2.201297509x10"^  ^ 5.890627815x10"!^  
35 1.79x10 3 23 
V.3 2 0.0 1.652546024x10"!^  2.5 1.4 
3 1.579875058x10"!* 2.262399991x10"!* .33x10^ 4 1.73 
V.4 2 1.632993162x10"!* 2.828427125x10"!* 3.03 1.59 
V.5 2 2.449489743x10"!* 3.741657387x10"!* 3.03 1.59 
3 7.923383116x10"!^  1.961292091x10"!^  212.25 13.46 
4 7.923383116x10"!^  1.964867706x10"!^  .651x10^  ^ 13.79 
90 
Exara-
pie n 
"^ MNE " ^n" "'AGS - fn" 
Cond (B ) 
n 
Cond (A ) 
n 
V. 6 2 0. 0 8 .861917338x10"!* 3.03 1.58: 
3 1. 755416733x10" •16 1 .778944864x10"!^  212.25 13.46 
V. 7 3 3. 431618031x10" 
•16 1 .081438222x10"!^  212.25 13.46 
4 1. 943193845x10" •16 2 .337435698x10"!^  .227x10^ 4 13.79 
V. 8 2 0. 0 1 .416213242x10"!^  1.45 1.17 
3 3. 764283747x10" •15 3 .914515103x10"!* 2387.85 51.52 
4 3. 764283747x10" •15 4 .548999763x10"!* 3073.74 56.24 
V. 11 2 1. 191508078x10" •13 1 .092329621x10"!^  1501.80 38.32 
3 8. 049051020x10" •12 1 .092329621x10"!^  .102x10* .924x10? 
4 2. 312468970x10" 
•2 
1 .092329621x10"!^  .448xlo!* .138xlo!! 
5 2. 320513168x10" •2 1 .092329621x10"!^  .800x10^ 0 .138xlo!! 
6 2. 320520880x10" 2 6 .851786614x10"^  
22 
.238x10" .537x10!° 
In the examples above, the condition number for Is always less than the 
condition number for This reflects our experience that the smallest 
singular value of is usually quite a bit larger than the smallest 
singular value of We also note that, for Examples V.2-V.8, the AGS 
and MNE methods performed virtually identically. Both methods gave good 
results for these examples, particularly in comparison to the performance 
of the SM method. In Example V.ll, the AGS method performed significantly 
better than the MNE method, particularly for n = 4 and n = 5. 
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APPENDIX 
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C THIS IS A DIkECTORY OF PROGRAMS FROM LINPACK, 
C SSP. AND IMSL THAT ARE USED IN THE AGS, MNE, 
C AND SM PROGRAMS. FOR EACH PROGRAM, L{FOR 
C LINPACK),S(FCR SSP),OR I(FOR IMSL) WILL 
C INDICATE THE LOCATION OF THE CODE. A SHORT 
C DESCRIPTION OF EACH PROGRAM IS INCLUDED. 
C 
C 
C L DPOCO - ESTIMATES CONDITION NUMBER OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX 
C 
C L OPODI - CALCULATES INVERSE OF POSITIVE 
C DEFINITE MATRIX 
C 
C L DSICO - ESTIMATES CONDITION NUMBER OF 
C SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
C 
C L 05VDC - CALCULATES SINGULAR VALUE 
C DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX 
C 
C L DTRCO - ESTIMATES CONDITION NUMBER OF 
C TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
C 
C L DTRSL - SOLVES TRIANGULAR SYSTEM 
C 
C S DRTNI - IMPLEMENTS NEWTONS METHOD 
C 
C s DLEP - EVALUATES LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
C 
C S 0ÛG12 - IMPLEMENTS GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE 
C 
C I VCVTFS - MATRIX STORAGE CONVERSION (FULL 
C TO SYMMETRIC) 
C 
C I VCVTSF - MATRIX STORAGE CONVERSION 
C (SYMMETRIC TO FULL) 
C 
C I VIPRFF - VECTOR INNER PRODUCT OF TWO 
C VECTORS 
C 
C I VMULFF - MATRIX MULT (FULL BY FULL) 
C 
C I VMULFS - MATRIX MULT (FULL BY SYMM) 
C 
C I VMULSF - MATRIX MULT (SYMM BY FULL) 
C 
C I VTRAN - MATRIX TRANSPOSE 
C 
C I ZXCGR - IMPLEMENTS THE CONJUGATE 
C GRADIENT METHOD 
97 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS IS THE CODE FOR THE AGS PROGRAM. 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
X(12). * G T (12),K(12,12),G(12) 
A(6.6)«e(6).ANS(ô)«YY(ll) 
KP(12,9).P(l2.9),Y(l2,9),Q(i2,9) 
VN0RM2,SUM1,SUM2,SUM3,SUM4,YNORM2 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER,GFUN,DEL.DEL I•RCOND,COND,Z(6),YNORM 
N.NO.DEL,DELI 
THE FOLLOWING 
ARE INPUT VARIABLES 
INTERPRETATIONS: 
WITH 
DIMENSION OF DESIRED APPROXIMATION 
NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS 
TOLERANCE LEVEL BELOW WHICH MATRIX 
ELEMENTS ARE SET TO ZERO 
TOLERANCE LEVEL dELOW WHICH VECTOR 
ELEMENTS ARE SET TO ZERO 
N = 
NQ 
DEL = 
DEL I = 
N = 6 
NO = 12 
DEL = 1.00-14 
DELI = 1.00-9 
DO 1 I = l.N 
B( I ) = O.DO 
DO 1 J = 1 , N 
A(I,J) = O.DO 
CONTINUE 
THIS SECTION LIS!S THE QUADRATURE POINTS AND 
THE WEIGHTING VALUES. DUE TO 
DIFFICULTIES IN REFERENCING AND THE EASE UF 
EDITING WITH WYLBUR, THE QUADRATURE POINTS 
ARE LISTED SEQUENTIALLY. 
IF OTHER ORDERS UF GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE 
ARE DESIRED, THE CORRESPONDING QUADRATURE 
POINTS AND WEIGHTING VALUES MUST BE INSERTED. 
Xlli = -.9815606 34246719300 
X(2) = -.904 117256370474900 
X(3) = -.7699026741943047D0 
X(4) = -.587317954286617400 
X(5) = -.36/631498996180200 
X(6) = -.1252 33400511460900 
98 
X( 7 ) = 
.125233408511468900 
X{ 8) .367 8314 989981802 00 
X ( 9) = 
.5873179542 86 61740 0 
X ( I 0 ) = .769902 67419 4304 700 
X( 1 I ) = .904117256370474900 
X( 12 ) = .981560 634246 719300 
WGT( 1 ) .047175336386511800 
WGT(2) — .1069393 2599 5318400 
UGT(3) - .160078328543346 200 
WGT(4) — .20 3167426 723065 90 0 
WGT< 5) - .2334925 36 53 83 54 80 0 
WGT(ô) = .24914 70458 134 02 800 
WGT(7) = .2491470458 I 3402 60 0 
W O T i B J )  .23 34925 36 53 83 54 800 
WGT< 9 )  .20 31674 26 72 3065900 
WGT(10) .160078328543346200 
WGT(llj = .10693932599 5318 400 
WGT( 12 ) .04717 53 36386511800 
C 
C 
C THIS LOOP EVALUATES THE GIVEN FUNCTIONS 
C K(X,Y) ANO G(X) AT THE DESIREÙ SETS OF 
C QJAORATURE POINTS. 
C 
C 
OO 2 I = 1,NJ 
G( I} = GFUNÏ X( I)) 
OO 2 J = 1,NQ 
K(I.J) = FKER(X(I) ,X(J ) ) 
2 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C THIS LOUP EVALUATES THE BASIS POLYNOMIALS 
C AT THE OUAORATUWË POINTS. 
C 
C 
OO 3 l = 1,NQ 
CALL ÛLEP(YY.X<I>»N) 
Dû 3 J = l.N 
P(I,J) = YY(J ) 
3 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
c THIS LOOP FORMS KPI(X{J)J, WHERE KPI IS 
C THE IMAGE OF THE ITH FUNCTION J N O E R  K. 
C 
C 
DO 5 I = 1,N0 
DO 5 .) •- 1 t N 
SUMI = O.DO 
99 
DO 4 L - l.NQ 
SUMl = SUMl + K(I,L)»P(L,J)*WGT(L) 
4 CONTINUE 
KPdtJ) - SUMl 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE VALUES OF THE 
C JRTHOGONAL Q'S AT THE QUADRATURE POINTS 
C AND THE ENTRIES O F  THE MATRICES A ANJ B. 
C 
C 
WRITE (6.101) 
101 FORMATC ACTUAL A t B VALUES •) 
DO 17 I = I,N 
I M I N I  = 1 - 1  
DO a J = 1,NQ 
SUM2 = O.DO 
IF (IMINI.EU.0) GO TO 7  
C  
C  
C  THIS LOOP EVALUATES THE YI FUNCTIONS 
C AT THE QUADRATURE POINTS. 
C 
C 
DU 7  KK = 1,IMINI 
SUM2 = SUM2 + A(KK,I)*Q(J,KK) 
6 CONTINUE 
7 Y(J,I) = KP(J,I) - SUM2 
8 CONTINUE 
YN0RM2 = O.DO 
C 
C 
C THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE NORM OF YI. 
C 
C 
DO 9 KK = I,NO 
YN0RM2 = YNURM2 + (Y(KK,I)**2)*WGT(KK) 
9  CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C THIS TESTS WHETHER OR NOT YI SHOULD UE 
C CONSIDERED ZERO. IF 30, 01 IS SET TO ZERO. 
C 
C 
YNORM = DSQRT(YNORM2) 
IF (YNORM.GT.DEL) GO TO 11 
DO 10 II - l.NQ 
Q( II.I J = O.DO 
10 CONTINUE 
100 
GÙ TO 13 
C 
c 
c THIS LOOP EVALUATES THE QI FUNCTIONS 
C AT THE QUADRATURE POINTS. 
C 
C 
11 00 12 II = l.NQ 
Qdl.I) = Y< I I , I J/DSQRT ( YNORM2 ) 
12 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C THIS LOOP CALCULATES (KPJ.ÛI).THE 
C I,JTH ENTRY OF THE MATRIX A. 
C 
C 
13 00 15 JJ = I,N 
SUM3 = O.DO 
DO 14 KK - 1 * NO 
SJM3 = SUM3 <- KP(KK,JJ)»Q(KK,I )«U/G1 (KK) 
14 CONTINUE 
A( l . JJ ) = SUM3 
WRITE (6,102) 1,UJ,A<I,JJ) 
102 FORMAT (• I =',I3,« J =',I3,' A(I,J) =',028.16) 
15 CONTINUE 
SUM4 = O.DO 
C 
C 
C THIS LOOP CALCULATES (G,QI),THE 
C ITH ENTRY OF THE VECTOR S. 
C 
C 
DO 16 LL =1,NÛ 
SUM4 = SUM4 + G(LL )*Q(LL,1 )*WGT(LL ) 
16 CONTINUE 
B(I) = SUM4 
WRITE (6,103) I,B( I ) 
103 FORMAT (• I =',13,' 8(1) =',028.16) 
C 
C 
C THIjI TESTS WHETHER THE ITH ENTRY OF 
C a SHOULD SE CONSIDERED ZERO. 
C 
C 
IF (DABS(SUM4).GT.DEL1) GO TO 17 
B(I) = 0.00 
WRITE (6,104) 1 
104 FORMAT** B(',I2,') IS SET TO O.ODO') 
17 CONTINUE 
C 
101 
c 
C THIS SOLVES THE FULL RANK PROBLEM AX = B. 
C 
C 
CALL DTRSL(A,N,N.8»01,INFO) 
WRITE (6,105) 
105 FORMATi» ANSWER ') 
IF (INFO.LQ.O) GO TU 19 
WRITE (6.106) INFO 
106 FORMAT (• SINCE INFO '13,' TRIANGULAR SYSTEM SINGULAR') 
C 
c 
C THIS SOLVES THE NON-FULL RANK PROBLEM AX = B. 
C 
c 
CALL HICK(A.a.ANS.N.DEL) 
00 I a I = l,N 
WRITE (6,107) l,ANS(i) 
18 CONTINUE 
GO TO 22 
19 DO 20 I = 1,N 
ANS( I ) = B( I ) 
WRITE (6,107) I,ANS(I) 
107 FORMAT (• I =",I3,' ANS(l) =*,028.16) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C THIS CALCULATES THE CONDITION NUMBER 
C ESTIMATE FOR A. 
C 
C 
CALL OTHCD(A,N,N,RC0N0,2.1) 
IF (RCCNO.GT.O.DO) GO TO 21 
WRITE (6,108) 
108 FORMAT( • CCiNO = INFINITE') 
GO TO 22 
21 COND = l.DO/RCONO 
WRITE (6,104) COND 
109 FQRMAT(' CONO=•,028.I6) 
22 STOP 
END 
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C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS SUBROUTINE OLEP CALCULATES THE VALUES 
OF THE FIRST N LEGENÛRE POLYNOMIALS AT X. 
IF OTHER BASIS FUNCTIONS ARE DESIRED. 
THEY MUST BE INSERTED HERE. 
SUBROUTINE OLEP(Y,X,N) 
DIMENSION Y(l) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y.X.G 
Y ( I ) = I .00 
IF(N)i.I,2 
RE TURN 
Y(2)=X 
IF<N-l)I ,1 ,3 
DO 4 1=2,N 
G = X*Y( I I 
Y( I I ) =G-Y (I-l) «-G- (G-Y(I-l) )/Df LUAT{ I ) 
RETURN 
END 
THESE ARE THE GIVEN FUNCTIONS G(X) AND K(X,YJ 
DOUBLE 
DOUBLE 
FK.ER = 
RETURN 
END 
DOUBLE 
DOUBLE 
GFUN = 
PRECISION FUNCTION FKtR(X,Y> 
PRECISION X,Y 
OCOS(<1.0D0 f X f Y f X«Y)/4.0D0J 
PRECISION FUNCTION GFUN(X) 
PRECISION X 
(4.00/(1.DO + XJ)*DSIN( ( I.DO + X )/2.00) 
C ( a. 00/( I. 000+-X )**2) *( DCOSC < I . 000 + X )/2 .ODÛ )-I .ODO ) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GENERALIZED 
C INVERSE TO SOLVE AX = B. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE HICK(AtB.ANS.N,DEL) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(6.5),DEL,B(ô).PROOi(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ANS(6).FKER.GFUN,SI G INV(6,6) .S(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION POLY.E(6) .WORK(6) »U(6.6) .V(6 » 6),C(6J 
CALL DSVDC(A,N,N.N,S,E,U,N,V,N,W0RK,21,INFO) 
DO 1 I = 1,N 
WRITE (6,110) I,S(I) 
I 10 FORMAT(« 1 =',I3,' S(I) =',D28.16) 
DO I J = I.N 
WRITE (6.111) I .J,U( I.J ) ,V(I . J ) 
111 FORMAT!' 1= .13.' J=',I3, 
C » U( I.J)=' .023.16.• V{I.J) = » .D23.16 ) 
1 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6.112) INFO 
112 FORMAT (• FOR HICK INFO =',I3) 
CALL VTRAN(U.N,N) 
CALL VMULFFIU.B.N.N.l.N.N.C.N,1ER) 
DO 2 I = l.N 
DO 2 J = 1.N 
SIGINV(I.J) = O.ODO 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I = I.N 
IF(S(i).LT.DEL) GO TO 3 
SIGINV(I.I) = l/S(I) 
3 CONTINUE 
CALL VMULFF(SIGINV.C.N.N.1 «N.N.PRODI.N.IEH) 
CALL VMULFF(V.PRODI.N.N.I,N.N.ANS.N.1ER) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
c 
c THIS IS THE CODE FOR THE MNE PROGRAM. 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,8(5,5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W<5)»FKER,GFUN,POLY 
DOUBLE PRECISION VECNOR(5) ,A(5,5) 
COMMON/PARAM/XL.XU,N 
COMMON/VMAT/B,W,A 
DOUBLE PRECISION «CÛND , CON D , Z ( 5 > •» KP VT ( 5 ) 
C 
C 
C N.XL.XU ARE INPUT VARIABLES WITH THE 
C FOLLOWING MEANINGS: 
C N = DIMENSION OF DESIRED APPROXIMATION 
C XL = LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL 
C XU = UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL. 
C 
c 
C THE SUBROUTINE BMAT SETS UP THE B MATRIX. 
C THE SUBROUTINE WVECT SETS UP THE W VECTOR. 
C OSICO CALCULATES THE CONDITION NUMBER OF H. 
C 
N = 5 
XL = -I.OUO 
XU = i.ODO 
CALL BMAT 
CALL WVECT 
CALL DS1C0(A,5,5,KPVT,RC0ND,Z) 
COND = l.DO/RCONO 
WRITE (6,100) COND 
100 FGRMAT(» COND= • ,028.16) 
C 
C 
C THIS WILL GENERATE THE ANSWER 
C FOR THE NORMAL tO. METHOD. 
C 
C 
CALL ANORMLCVECNOR) 
DO 1 I •= l,N 
1 WRITE (6,101) l.VECNORd) 
101 FORMAT (• VtCNOR(•,12,•) =',028.16) 
STOP 
END 
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C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THESE ARE THE GIVEN K(X,Y) AND G(X) FUNCTIONS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FKER(X,Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y 
FKER = (X - Y)**4 
RETURN 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GFUN(X) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
GFUN = l.ODO 
RETURN 
END 
THIS IS SET UP TO USE LEGENDHE POLYNOMIALS. 
IF ANOTHER BASIS IS DESIRED, ONE MUST PUT 
ANOTHER FUNCTION IN HERE. 
WHEN ONE WANTS THE FIRST 3 LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
ONE IS LOOKING FOR P0,P1,P2, ACCORDING TO 
CONVENTIONAL NOTATION. THESE ARE CALLED PI,P2,P3 
BY THE ROUTINE. 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
CALL OLEP(Y,X,N) 
POLY = Y(N) 
RETURN 
END 
F U N C T I O N  P O L Y ( X . N )  
Y ( m  « X , P . P L N R M 2  
106 
THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE OLEP. 
SUBROUTINE OLEP(Y,X.N) 
DIMENSICN Y i 1)  
DOUBLE PRECISION Y.X.G 
Y(l)=l.00 
IF(N) 1 « 1.2 
RETURN 
Y(2J =X 
IF(N-1 )1, I .3 
00 4 1=2,N 
G=X*Y(I) 
Y( I + l)=G-Y( 1-1 )+G-(G-Y( 1-1) )/DFLOAT( I ) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
c 
C THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE BMAT, 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO FORM THE MATRIX B. 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE BMAT 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,B(5,5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W(5).A(5,5) 
COMMCN/PARAM/XL.XU.N 
COMMON/VMAT/B, Vf.A 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER.BVALIJ 
DO I I = 1 , N 
DO 1 J = I,N 
CALL DBQG12(I,J.BVALIJ) 
A(I,J) = BVALIJ 
8(1,J) = BVALIJ 
IF (J.EG.IJ GL TO 1 
B(J, I) = BVALIJ 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 I = I.N 
DO 2 J = I.N 
WRITE (6*105) I.J,B(1.J) 
105 FORMAT {• I ='.I2,' J =',12.' B(I,J) ='.D28.16) 
2 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE WVECT-
C THIS SUBROUTINE FURMS THE W VECTOR. 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE WVECT 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU.8(5.5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W(5>,A(5,5I 
COMMLN/PARAM/XL.XU,N 
COMMON/VMAT/B,W,A 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER . VKV AL I , GFUN 
DO I t = l,N 
CALL DWGG12(1.WVALI) 
W( I ) '= WVALI 
WRITE (6,106) I , W( 1 ) 
106 FORMAT (' I = .12,', W(I) =*,028.16) 
I CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE 080012. 
THIS StBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE 
THE I-JTH ENTRY OF THE B-MATRIX 
SUBROUTINE OBQG12( I » J « Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL»XU 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL»XU»N 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y.XN,A.B»C.FKER 
DOUBLE PRECISION VKPI XN,VKPJXN,POL Y» PROD 1,PR002 
A=.5D0*{XU+XL) 
B=XU-XL 
C=.4907803171233596300*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EaG12(IfXN.VKPIXN) 
CALL DEQG12(J.XN,VKPJXN) 
PR0D1=VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEQG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL 0EQG12(J.XN.VKPJXN) 
PRC02 = VKPIXN«VKPJXN 
Y=•23587668193255914D-1«(PRODI+PR002) 
C = .4520586281852374300*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEQG12{I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL DE0G12(J.XN.VKPJXN) 
PR0D1=VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL DcUG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL OEOGl^fJ.XN.VKPJXN) 
PRQD2 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y-Y-f. 5 3469 662 9976 5921 5D-1* ( PR001+PR0D2) 
C=.3849513370971523400*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEQG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL 0EaG12(J.XN.VKPJXN) 
PROD1=VKP1XN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0EaG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL DEûG12(J.XN.VKPJXN) 
PR002 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y = Y+-80039 164271673 I ID-1»(PROD 1+PROD2) 
C=.293658977143308 7200*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEGGi2(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL 0EQG12(J.XN.VKPJXN) 
PR001=VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
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CALL OEQCl2( I »XNtVKPIXN) 
CALL DEQG12(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN+VKPJXN 
Y = Y4-« 10 15837 13361 53296D0»( PR0D1+PR0D2 > 
C= .1839157494990901000*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EÛG12(I »XNtVKPIXN) 
CALL OEQG12(J«XN,VKPJXN) 
PR0D1=VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL 0EQvil2( J , XN. VKPJXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y=Y+.l167 46268 26 91774000+(PROD1+PROD2) 
C=.626167042557344 5 30-1*0 
XN=A+C 
CALL OeaGl2(I.XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL 0EQG12{J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PROD 1 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL OEOGl24 I ,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL DEaG12(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PR0D2 - VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y=B*(Y+.12 4573 522 90Ô7013 9D0*(PRUD1+PR002)) 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE OWQGl^. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE 
C THE ITH ENTRY OF THE W-VECTOR 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE OWQGl2(I,Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL.XU.N 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,XN» A,B.C.FKER.oFUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION VKPIXN,POLY,PRODI,PR0D2 
A=.5D0»(XU+XL > 
B=XU-XL 
C=.490 78031712335963D0*B 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PRG01=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN .= A-C 
CALL DEQGl2(I.XN,VKPIXN) 
PROD2 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Y=.23587668I932559I4D-!•(PRODI+PR0D2) 
C = .452058628 18523743D0*G 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR0Dl=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEQGl2(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PROD2 = VKPIXN#GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y + .5 34 696629 976 592l5D-1*(PROD I+PR0D2) 
C=.38495133 709 71523400*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PRODI=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0£QG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR002 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Y^Y+.8003^1642716731 ID-I*(PROD1+PROD2) 
C= .2936589 77 1433087200*B 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0eUGl2(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
PRODl=VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0EGG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y+.10 15837133615329600*(PR001+PR0D2) 
C-.183915 7494990 90lODO*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL OEQGl2(I,XN.VKPIXN) 
PROD 1 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Ill 
XN = A-C 
CALL OeQG12(Ï,XN,VKPIXNJ 
PR002 = VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y+.l16 74626826917740D0*(Pk0Dl+PR002) 
C=.626167042557344580-1*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL OEQGl2<I•XN.VKPIXN) 
PR001=VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEQG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
PH002 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
V = B*(Y + .I 24573522 90670139D0#(PROO1+PR0D2) ) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE DEUG12. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO EVALUATE 
C THE VALUE OF KPKX), WHERE KPI IS 
C IMAGE OF THE ITH FUNCTION UNDER K. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINc 0dQGl2(L,XN,Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU 
COMMON/AM/ XL, X J , i\l 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y , XN » A . B , , FKER » POL Y 
A=.5D0*(XU+XL) 
8= XU-XL 
C=.4907803171233596300*8 
Y=.2358 766 81932559140-!•(F KER(XN,A + C)*PULY(A+C,L) + 
Ct-KER(XN,A-C)+POLY(A-CtL) ) 
C=.4b205862818523743D0*B 
Y=Y+.5346Sbb2997659215D-l*(FKER(XN,A+C)*POLY(A+C,L)+ 
C~K£R(XN,A-C)#POLY(A-C.L)) 
C=.36495133 709 71523400*8 
Y=Y+.8J039 16427167311D-1*(FKER(XN,A+C)*POLY(A+C,L)+ 
CF<eR(XN,A-C)*POLY(A-C,L)) 
C=.2936 589771433087200*8 
Y = Y+. 1 J 158 37133615329600*(FKER(XN,A + C)*POLY(A + C,L) + 
CFKER(XN,A-C}*POLY(A-C#L)) 
C=. 1839157494990901000*B 
Y=Y+,11674626826917740DO•(FKER(XN,A+C)*PJLY(A+C,L)+ 
CFKER(XN.A-C »•POLYi A-C,L)) 
C=.o2616 70 4255 734 4580-1*8 
Y = B*(Y+. 1 2 457 3 522 y 067 0 1390 0 * < FK.ERC XN , A + C ) #PUL Y { A+C «L ) + 
CFKEH(XN.A-C)*POLY(A-C.L))) 
RETURN 
END 
m 
c 
c 
c THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE ANOkML. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GENERALIZED INVERSE 
C OF THE MATRIX B AND TAKES THE PRODUCT OF B-DAGGER 
C WITH W. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE ANORML(VECNOR) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,8(5,5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W(5)«At5,5) 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL,XU,N 
CCMMLN/VMAT/3,W,A 
DOUBLE PRECISION VECNORC5) ,SiG INV(5,5) ,PRODI (5>,S(5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION E(5),WORK(5),U(5.5),V(5•5),C(5),DEL 
C 
C 
C DEL 15 A TOLERANCE LEVEL BELOW WHICH THE 
C SINGULAR VALUES ARE CONSIDERED ZERO. 
C 
C 
DEL = 1.00-12 
CALL DSVOC(B,N.N,i\l,S,£,U,N,V,N,WORK,2l , INFO) 
DO 1 I = 1 , N 
WRITE (6,102) I,S(I) 
102 FORMATf' I -'.la,' S(I) =',D28.16) 
DO I J = 1,N 
WRITE (6,103) I ,J ,U(I,J).V( I,J) 
103 FURMAT(* I=',I3,' J=',I3, 
C • U(I,J)=«,023.16,• V(I,J)=',023.16) 
1 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,104) INFO 
104 FORMAT ('FOR ANORML INFO =«,I3) 
CALL VTRAN(U,N,NJ 
CALL VMULFF(U,W,N,N,1,N,N,C,N,IER) 
DO 2 I = I , N 
DO 2 J - i,N 
SIGINVII.J) = 0.0 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I = 1 , N 
IF(S( I).LT.DEL) GO TO 3 
S1GINV(I,I) = 1/5(1) 
3 CONTINUE 
CALL VMULFF(SIGINV,C,N,N,1,N,N,PRODI,N,IER) 
CALL VMULFF(V,PRODI,N,N,i,N,N,VECNOR,N,1ER) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C THIS IS THE CODE FOR THE SM PROGRAM. 
C 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,B(55)#ACPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION M(55) ,W<5) ,FKER.GFUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION VECNOR(5).ANS(5 »tYMU(5} 
COMMON/PARAM/XL,XU»N.LL»ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/a, M 
C 
c  
C N.LL,XL,XU ARE INPUT VARIABLES WITH THE 
C FOLLOWING MEANINGS: 
C N = DEGREE OF DESIRED APPROXIMATION 
C LL = NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPS USED 
C BY NEWTON'S METHOD TO CONVERGE. 
C LL MUST BE SET TO ZERO AT START. 
C XL = LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL 
C XU = UVV..PPER LIMIT FOR INTEGRAL 
C 
C 
N = 5 
LL = 0 
XL = -l.ODO 
XU = 1.000 
C 
C 
C THIS SUdHCUTINE SETS UP THE B AND M 
C MATRICES AND THE VECTOR W. 
C 
C 
CALL INIT 
C 
C 
C THIS WILL GENERATE THE ANSWER FROM MARTI«S METHOD. 
C 
C 
CALL MARTI<YMU) 
DO 1 I = 1,N 
I WRITE (6,100) I.YMU(I) 
100 FORMAT (• YMU(',I2,') =«#026.16) 
STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
c  THESE ARE THE GIVEN K(X,Y) AND G(X> FONCTIONS. 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FKER(X,Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y 
FKER = X/2.D0 + Y/2.0D0 + l.ODO 
RETUAN 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION FONCTION GFJN(X) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
GFUN =1.000 + X 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C THIS IS SET UP TO USE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS. 
C IF ANOTHER dASIS IS DESIRED, ONE MUST POT 
C ANOTHER FUNCTION IN HERE. 
C 
C 
C WHEN ONE WANTS THE FIRST 3 LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
C ONE IS LOCKING FOR P0,P1,P2, ACCORDING TO 
C CONVENTIONAL NOTATION. THESE ARE CALLED PI.P2,P3 
C BY THE ROUTINE. 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION POLY(K,N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y( 1 i) ,X,P ,PLNRM2 
CALL DLEP(Y.X.N) 
POLY = Y(N) 
RETURN 
END 
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THIS is THE SUBROUTINE ÙLEP. 
SUBROUTINE OLEP(Y.X,N) 
DIMENSION Y(1) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,X,G 
Y( 1 ) = l.DO 
IF ( N ) I . 1 . 2 
RETURN 
Y( 2)=X 
IF(N-lJ 1.1,3 
DO 4 1=2,N 
G=X»Y(I) 
Y( I + l) =G-Y< I-l )4-G-(G-Y( I-l ) )/DFLOAT( I ) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C THIS IS  THE SUBROUTINE INIT .  
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS  USED TO PROVIDE THE VALUES 
C OF THE MATRICES B,M,W AND THE FUNCTION VALUES 
C ONE NEEDS IN THE OTHER SUBROUTINES OF THE PROGRAM. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE INIT  
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU.B(55) .ALPHAN 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  M ( 5 5 ) . W ( 5 )  
CQMMCN/PARAM/XL.XU tN»LL #ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/8,M,W 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER,GFUN»POLY 
CALL BMAT 
CALL MMAT 
CALL WVECT 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
THIS IS 
THIS IS 
J E S I R E O  
THE SUBROUTINE 
THE SUBROUTINE 
SOLUTION U S I N G  
MARTI . 
FOR THE 
MARTI'5 
CALCULATION 
METHOD. 
OF THE 
SUBROUTINE MARTI (YMU) 
EXTERNAL NcWFUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL , XU » 0 ( 5 lb ) . ALP H A N 
DOUBLE PRECISION ,M(55).W(5) 
COMMON/PAR AM/XL,XU,N,LL,ALPHAN 
CCMMON/VMAT/a* M,W 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER,GFUN,X,F,DERF,U0,POL Y,DET(2 ) ,RCÛND 
DOUBLE PRECISION U.0(5 , 5) ,A(5,5) ,AVEC( 10) ,YMU(5) iMM(b.5 J 
DOUBLE PRECISION Z(5) 
oEE COMMENTS BELOW FOR DUTIES OF THESE PARAMETERS, 
UO = 1 .00- 12 
EPS = l.OE-B 
I END - 100 
CALL CCNJCiR 
CALL DRTNI (X,F.DERP,NEWFUN,UO.EPS.IEND,IER) 
X -DOUBLE PRECISION RESULT 
F -DOUBLE PRECISION RESULT 
DERF -DOUBLE PRELISION RES 
AT ROOT X. 
NEWFUN-NAME O F  EXTERNAL 3 0  
FOR GIVEN ARGUMENT X FUNC 
DEkF . ITS PARAMETER LIST 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE DOUBLE 
UO -DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT 
INITIAL 'iUESS OF THE R 
EPS -SINGLE PRECISION INPU 
UPPER BOUND OF THE ER 
lEND -MAXIMUM NUMBER OF IT 
1ER -RESULTANT ERROR PARA 
IER=0 - NO ERROR 
IER-1 - NO CONVERGENCE A 
lER-a - AT ANY ITERATION 
WAS EQUAL TO ZER 
AT THIS POINT WE PRINT OUT 
YMU(FOR THE ABOVE X) WILL 
SOLUTION. 
ANT ROUT OF EOJATIÛN 
ANT FUNCTION VALUE AT ROOT X. 
ULTANl VALUE OF DERIVATIVE 
BROUTINE USED. IT COMPUTES 
TION VALUE F AND DERIVATIVE 
MUST BE X,F,DERF, WHERE 
PREC I SION. 
VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES T H E  
OOT X. 
T VALUE WHICH 
RUR uF RESULT 
ERATION STEPS 
METER CODED A t  
SPEC IF lES 
X « 
SPECIFIED. 
. FOLLOWS 
THE 
FTER I END ITERATION STEPS. 
STEP DERIVATIVE DERF 
0 . 
THE DESIRED X. 
BE THE DESIRED 
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C 
WRITE (6,101) X,F,1ER 
101 FORMAT (• ROOT =',024.16,',FN VAL =',D24.16.',IER=',IZ) 
U - X 
CALL VCVTSF (B.N,Û.NJ 
CALL VCVTSF(M,N,MM,N) 
00 1 I = 1,N 
DO 1 J ~ I,N 
A(I,J) = 0(1,J) + U*MM(I,J) 
1 CONTINUE 
CALL OPOCO(A.N,N,RCONO,Z,INFO) 
CALL ÛPODI(A ,N,N,DET, 1 1 ) 
CALL VCVTFS(A,N,N,AVEC) 
CALL VMULSFtAVEC,N,W,1 ,N,YMU,N) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE NEWFUN. 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION AND DERIVATIVE FOR NEWTONS McTHQU. 
SUBROUTINE NEWFUN(X,F,DERF) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU»B(55),ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION M(55),W(5) 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL »XU.N.LL,ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/B.M.W 
DOUBLE PRECISION RCOND,A(5.5),U.X,F.DERF,AVEC{10) 
DOUBLE PRECISION YMU(5)»PMYMU(5> „WORK(5) .MVECT( I 0 ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION WYU.GNORM2,PROD,D{b,5>.Z(5) 9 
DOUBLE PRECISION GSQRD»MM(5,j),OET(2).YYMU(5).YMY.XX(5) 
EXTERNAL GSQRD 
U =: X 
CALL VCVTSF (B.N.D«N) 
CALL VCVT5F(M,N,MM,N) 
DO 2 I = 1,N 
DO 2 J - ItN 
A(I,J) - D(I.J) + U*MM(I,J) 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL OPaCC{A,N.N,RCONO.Z,INFO) 
CALL DPOOI (A«N,N,DtT. I I) 
CALL VCVTFSIAflN.N»AVEC) 
CALL VMULSF(AVEC.N,W.I.N.YYMU,N) 
CALL VCVrFS(MM,N.N,MVECT) 
CALL VMULSFIMVECT.N.YYMU.1.N.PMYMU.N) 
CALL VIPRFFC YYMU,PMYMU.N.1 .l.YMY) 
CALL VIPRFF(W,YYMU.N.l,I.WYU) 
CALL DQG12(XL,XU.liSûRD,GNCRM2) 
F - U*YMY + WYU - GN0RM2 + ALPHAN*ALPHAN 
CALL DTR3L(A.N.N.PMYMU.i1,INFO) 
CALL VIPRFF(PMYMU.PMYMU.N,I,I,PROD) 
DERF = -2»U*PROD 
LL = LL + 1 
WRITE (6.102) LL 
102 FORMAT(' ITERATICN',14,'OF NEWTONS METHOD') 
RETURN 
END 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GSQRD(X) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X.GFUN 
GSORD = GFUN(X) * GFUN(X) 
RE TURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c  THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE CGNJGR« 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CALCULATE THE ALPHA N 
C VALUE NEEDED 8Y MARTI«S METHOD. WE USE THE 
C CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD TO CALCULATE THE 
C DESIRED VALUE. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CONJGR 
EXTERNAL MINFUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION XLtXU,B<55j•ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION MC55)iW(5) 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL.XU.N.LL,ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/B.M.W 
DOUBLE PRECISION X ( 5 ) . GFUN , A VEC. ( 5 ) » bV EC ( 5 > t 5 ( 5 ) » 
CMVEC(5) ,1U<9) ,C(5) ,GKA0(5> ,lwVEC( 18) . F . ACC , DFPRED 
NN = N 
C 
C 
C WE PICK AN ARBITRARY POINT 10 START THE 
C CCNJGR SUBROUTINE. 
C 
C 
XdJ = 0.5C0 
X(2) = 0.75D0 
X(3) = -0.5D0 
X(4) = -0.75D0 
X(S) = 0.25DÛ 
ACC = l.OD-3 
MAXFN = 100 
DFPRED = l.ODO 
CALL ZXCGR (MINFUN,NN,ACC,MAXFN,DFPRLD,X,GRAD,F,WVEC,1ERj 
C 
C 
C MINFUN 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  N 
c  
- A USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE WHICH CALCULATES 
THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND ITS GRADIENT 
FOR GIVEN PARAMETER VALUES 
X(1),X(2),...,X(N). 
THE CALLING SEQUENCE HAS THE FOLLCWING FORM 
CALL M INFUN(N,X.F,GRAO) 
WHERE X AND GRAD ARE VECTORS OF LENGTH N. 
THE SCALAR F IS FOR THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION. 
G( I ),G(2), ...,G(N) ARE FOR THE COMPONENTS 
OF THE GRADIENT OF P. 
MINFUN MUST APPEAR IN AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT 
IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. MINFUN MUST NOT 
ALTER THE VALUES OF X(I),I=I,...,N OR N. 
- THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS OF THE OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION. (INPUT) (I.E., THE LENGTH OF X) 
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C ACC - CONVERGENCE CRITERION. (INPUT) 
C THE CALCULATION ENDS WHEN THE SUM OF SQUARES 
C OF THE COMPONENTS OF GRAO IS LESS THAN ACC. 
C MAXFN - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS (I.E., 
C CALLS TO SUBROUTINE MINFUN) ALLOWED. (INPUT) 
C IF MAXFN IS SET TO 0. THEN THERE IS NO 
C RESTRICTION LN THE NUMBER OF FUNCTION 
C EVALUATIONS. 
CONTINUE 
C OFPREO - A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE EXPECTED REDUCTION 
C IN F, WHICH IS USED TO DETERMINE THE SIZE 
C OF THE INITIAL CHANGE TO X. (INPUT) 
C NOTE THAT DFPPED la THE EXPcCTED REDUCTION 
C ITSELF, AND DOES NOT DEPEND UN ANY RATIOS. 
C A BAD VALUE OF DFPRFD CAUSES AN ERROR 
C MESSAGE. WITH IEH=129. AND A RETURN ON THt 
C FIRST ITERATION, 
C X - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING PARAMETER VALUES. 
C CN INPUT, X MUST CONTAIN THe INITIAL 
C PARAMETER ESTIMATES. 
C ON OUTPUT, X CONTAINS THE FINAL PARAMETER 
C ESTIMATES AS DETERMINED BY ZXCGR. 
C GRAD - A VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE 
C COMPONENTS OF THE GRADIENT OF F AT THE 
C FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES. (OUTPUT) 
C F - A SCALAR CONTAINING THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION 
C AT THE FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES.(OUTPUT) 
C WVEC - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH 18 
CONTINUE 
C 1ER - ERROR PARAMETER. (OUTPUT) 
C 1ER = 0 IMPLIES THAT CONVERGENCE WAS 
C ACHIEVED AND NG ERRORS OCCURRED. 
C IcR = 129 IMPLIES THAT THE LINE SEARCH OF 
C AN INTEGRATION WAS ABANDONED. THIS 
C ERROR MAY BE CAUSED BY AN ERROR IN THE 
C GRADIENT. 
C 1ER = 130 IMPLIES THAT THE CALCULATION 
C CANNOT CONTINUE BECAUSE THE SEARCH 
C DIRECTION IS UPHILL. 
C 1ER = 131 IMPLIES THAT THE ITERATION WAS 
C TERMINATED BECAUSE MAXFN WAS EXCEEDED. 
C 1ER -= 132 IMPLIES THAT THE CALCULATION 
C WAS TERMINATED BECAUSE THE TWO CONSECUTIVE 
C ITERATIONS FAILED TO REDUCE F. 
C THE ABOVE CAME FROM THE JMSL LISTING OF ZXCGR. 
WRITE (6,103) 1ER 
103 FORMAT (• ZXCGRS 1ER =',I4) 
ALPHAN = OSURT(F) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE MINFUN. 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION AND ITS GRADIENT FOR THE 
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD. 
SUBROUTINE MINFUN<NN•X.F,GRAO) 
EXTERNAL GSÛHO 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,B(55),ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION M{55).W{5) 
COMMON/PARAM/XL.XU.N.LL.ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/B» M,to 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(5}.GFUN.F,XC1P»WXIP,GGIP. 
CMVECI5).IW<9),C(5) ,GRAD< 5) ,WVEC( 18) ,AVECÎ i),8VEC(5).S(5) 
CALL VMULSF(B«NN,X,1,NN,C,NN) 
CALL VIPRFF (X .C,NN.I. I,XCIP) 
CALL VIPRFF (W,X,NN,It I ,WXIP ) 
CALL 0UG12{XL#XU,GSQR0,GGIPJ 
F = XCIP-2*WXIP+GGIP 
DO I L=1,NN 
GRAO(L) = 2*(C(L)-W(Lj) 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c  THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE BMAT. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO FORM THE MATRIX B. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE BMAT 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU,0(55),ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION M(55>.W<5) 
COMMON/PAHAM/XL,XU.N fLL»ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/3,M,W 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER.A(5,5),BVALIJ 
DO 1 I = i,N 
DO 1 J - I « N 
CALL 0aaGl2(I,J.bVALIJ) 
A( I , J ) = BVAL I J 
WRITE (6.104) I,J,A(I,J) 
I 04 FORMAT (• I J B(I.Ji =',028.io) 
1 CONTINUE 
CALL VCVTFS (A,N,N,B) 
C A - INPUT MATRIX OF DIMENSION N BY IM. A CONTAINS 
C A SYMMETRIC MATRIX STORED IN FULL MODE. 
C iM - ORDER OF MATRIX A. (INPUT) 
C IA - ROt* DIMENSION OF MATRIX A EXACTLY AS 
C SPECIFIED IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT IN THE 
C CALLING PROÔHAM. (INPUT) 
C B - OUTPUT VECTOR OF DIMENSION N*(N+l)/2 
C CLNTAINING MATRIX A IN SYMMETRIC STORAGE MODc. 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE MMAT. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE M MATRIX. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE MMAT 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL•XU»B<55),ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRfcCISION M(55),W(5) 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL,XU.N,LL,ALPHAN 
COMMON/VMAT/B.M,W 
DOUBLE PRECISION MVALIJ•MM(5,5) 
DO I I = 1,N 
DO 1 J = I,N 
CALL DMQG12( I »J.MVALIJ ) 
MM(ItJ) = MVALIJ 
WRITE (6,105) l.J.MM(I,J) 
105 FORMAT (• I =',I2,' J MCI.J) ='.D23.i6) 
I CONTINUE 
CALL VCVTF5 (MM.N.N.M) 
C A INPUT MATRIX OF DIMENSION N BY \l. A CONTAINS 
C A SYMMETHIC MATRIX STORED IN FULL MODE, 
C N ORDER OF MATRIX A. (INPUT) 
C 1 A - ROW DIMENSION OF MATRIX A LXACTLY AS 
C SPECIFIED IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT IN THE 
C CALLING PWOuRAM. (INPUT) 
C B - OUTPUT VECTOR OF DIMENSION Nt(N+I)/2 
C CONTAINING MATRIX A IN SYMMETRIC STORAGE MODE. 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c  THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE WVECT. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE W VECTdR. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE WVECT 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL »XU,B(55).ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION M(5D).W(5) 
CUMMON/PARAM/XL,XU»N,LL,ALPHAN 
CCMMCN/VMAT/B.M,W 
DOUBLE PRECISION FKER.WVALI,GFUN 
DO 1 I = I,N 
CALL DWQGI2(I.WVALI) 
W( I) •- hVALI 
WRITE (6.106) I,W(I) 
106 FORMAT (» I =',I2.', W(I) =',028.16) 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS IS THF SJBKOJTINE D£iOGl2. 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE 
THE I-JTH ENTRY UF 1 HE B-MATHIX 
SUBROUTINE DBQGl2( I.J,Y ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU.ALPHAN 
CCMMON/PARAM/XL,XU.N,LL,ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y »XN.A , B.C»FKER 
DOUBLE PRECISION VKPIXN•VKPJXN,POLY,PROO1,PR0D2 
A=.5D0+(XU+XL) 
B=XU-XL 
C=.4907803171233596300*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEQG12(I,XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL DEQGI2CJ•XN.VKPJXN) 
PRC0 1=VKPIXN»VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL ÛEGG12( I ,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL DEQGI2(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PRCD2 = VKPIXNfVKPJXN 
Y-.235e76o8193 2559140-1 *(PRGDI+PR0D2J 
C = .4520586281852374300*6 
XN-A+C 
CALL 0EQG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL OEUol2(J,XN.VKPJXN) 
PROD 1=VKPi XN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEGG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL 0ËQG12tJ,XN,VKPJXN) 
PR002 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y=Y + .534646629976592150-I *(PROD I rPR0D2) 
C-.3844513370971523400*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL JEQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL OE(.3G12( J , XN, VKPJXN) 
PROD 1=VKPIXN»VKPJXN 
XN - A-C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL DEOGl2(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PR002 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y=Y + .800 39 I 642716731 ID-I*( PR0D1+PR0D2) 
C=.2936 5897 714330872D0*B 
XN=AtC 
CALL DEJG12(I.XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL DeUG12(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PROO1=VKPIXN+VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
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CALL OEQGl2(I,XN.VKPIXNJ 
CALL 0EQG12(J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PRCÙ2 = VKPiXNfVKPJXN 
Y=Y+,1015837 1J3615329600*(PR001+PR0D2) 
C=.1839157494990901000*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEQGl2(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL DEGG12(J«XN»VKPJXN) 
PRCD1=VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
XN = A—C 
CALL DeQG12(I.XN.VKPIXN) 
CALL 0£ûG12(J.XN,VKPJXN) 
PRÛD2 = VKPiXN+VKPJXN 
Y=Y + .l167462682691 /740D0*(PROD H-PHQD2 ) 
C=.6 26167042557344580-1*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EUG1^(1,XN,VKP1XN) 
CALL 0 E a G 1 2 (J,XN,VKPJXN) 
PROOl=VKPJ XN*VKPJXN 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0£QG12{I.XN,VKPIXN) 
CALL DE0G12fJ,XN,VKPJXN) 
PR002 = VKPIXN*VKPJXN 
Y=B*(Y+.12 46 7 3 522906 701390 0*(PROOl+PHOD2)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE DMQG12-
THij SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE 
THE I-JTH ENTRY OF THE M-MATRIX 
SUBROUTINE OMQG I ii ( I . J . Y ) 
OCUBLE PRECISION XL.XU.ALPHAN 
CCMML.N/PARAM/XL«XU .N,LL, ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y.XN,A,B.C,PROOI,PR002»POLY 
A=.500*(XU+XL > 
3=XU-XL 
C=.4 907803171233596 300*8 
XN-A+C 
PROOl=POLY(XN,Iy*PCLY(XN,J) 
XN = A-C 
PR0D2 = PULV(XN,I)*PGLY(XN,J) 
Y=.235e7668I932559l40-l*(PRODI+PRUD2) 
C = .4520586281852374300*8 
XN=A+C 
PR0D1=P0LY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J) 
XN = A-C 
PR0D2 = POLY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J) 
Y=Y+.534696629976592l5D-l*(PRODl+PROD2) 
C = .3849513370971523400*3 
XN=A+C 
PHCJl-POLY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J) 
XN = A-C 
PROD2 = POLY(XN,I}*PULY(XN,J) 
Y=Y+.80 0391642716731lO-l*(PR00 1+PR0D2) 
C=.2936 5897 7143308 7200*8 
XN=A+C 
PRCD1=P0LY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J) 
XN = A—C 
PROD2 = P0LY(XN,I)*PQLY(XN, J) 
Y=Y+.1015837133613329600*(PR0D1+PR0D2) 
C=,1839157 494990901000*8 
XN=A+C 
PRCDl=POLY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J) 
XN = A-C 
PRG02 = POLY(XN»I)*PGLY(XN,J » 
Y = Y+. 1167462682691 7740D0*( PRODI «-PROD2) 
C=. 626167042557344580-1*8 
XN=A+C 
PRODl=PULY(XN,I)*POLY(XN,J> 
XN = A-C 
PROD2 = PCLY( XN, I )*F»01_Y( XN, J) 
Y-B*(Y+.1245 7 3522906 701390 0*(PRODI+PR002)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
c THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE DWQG12. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE 
C THE ITH ENTRY OF THE W-VECTOR 
C 
c  
SUBROUTINE 0WaG12( I .Y}  
DOUBLE PRECISION XL.XU,ALPHAN 
CGMMON/PARAM/XL»XUtN,LL.ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,XN.A,B»C,FKER,GFUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION VKPIXN,POLY,PRODI,PR0D2 
A=.5D0*(XU+XL) 
B-XU-XL 
C=.4907803171233596300*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EQG12{I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR001=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL DEQGl2(£,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
Y=.235a7668193255914D-1*(PROD H-PKa02) 
C = .4520586281852374300*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0E0G12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PRODI=VKPlXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN •= A-C 
CALL D£QG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y+.53469t6299765g2l5D-l*(PR0Dl+PR0D2) 
C= ,38495133 709 71523400*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DEaG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR001=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN - A-C 
CALL DEQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PRC02 = VKPiXN*GFUN{XN) 
Y=Y+.30 039 1642 716 73110-1*(PR00 1+PR002) 
C=.293L5897714330e72D0*B 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR OD J. = V KPI XN* GFUN ( X N ) 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0EQG12(I,XN.VKPIXN) 
PR0D2 = VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y+.l0158371336153296D0*(PR0D1+PR0D2) 
C= . 1839157494990901000*B 
XN=A+C 
CALL 0EGG12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR0D1=VKPIXN»GFUN( XN) 
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XN = A-C 
CALL OEQGl 2M . XN, VKPIXN ) 
PROD2 = VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
Y=Y+.I 16746268 26917740D0«(PKOD1+PROD2) 
C=.626167042557344580-1*8 
XN=A+C 
CALL DE0G12(I,XN,VKPIXN) 
PR001=VKPIXN*GFUN(XN) 
XN = A-C 
CALL 0EQG12<I,XN.VKPIXN) 
PRC02 = VKPIXN»GFUN(XN) 
Y = B*(Y + . 12457352290670139D0*(PROD I+PRC02)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C THIS 15 TUL SUBROUTINE OEOGIS. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO EVALUATE 
C THE VALUE OF KPI(X) 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE iDE OGl 2 ( L , XN . Y ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU.ALPHAN 
COMMCN/PARAM/XL,XU,N,LL» ALPHAN 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,XN,A,B,t,FKER,POLY 
A=.5D0*(XU+XL) 
B-=XU-XL 
C= .490 7803171233596300*B 
Y=.235876681932559140-!•(FKcRt XN,A+&)*POLY(A + C,L) + 
CFKER(XN,A-CÎ*POLY(A-C,L)) 
C-- ,45205862818523743D0*B 
Y=Y+.53469662997659215D-1*(FKER(XN,A+C)*POLY(A+C,L)+ 
CFKER(XN,A-C)*PULY(A-C,L)) 
C= .3849513370971523400«8 
Y=Y+,80039164271673110-I*(FKER(XN,A+C)*POLY{A+C,L)+ 
CFKEk(XN,A-C)»POLY(A-C,L)) 
C=.29365897 71433087200*8 
Y=Y+.l0158 3/1336153296D0*(FKER(XN,A+C)*POLY(AfC,L)+ 
CFKER(XN,A-C)•POLY(A-C,L)) 
C=.1839157 494 9909 010J0*B 
Y=Y+.l167 4626826917740D0*(FKER< XN,A + C)*POLY( A+C,L) + 
CFKERCXN.A-O+POLY ( A-C,L) ) 
C=.62616 704255734 4580-1*0 
Y=8*(Y+.124573522906 7013900«(FKER(XN,A+C)tPULY(A+C,L)+ 
CFKER(XN,A-C)»POLY(A-C.Ljj) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
C THIS 13 THE DQGl^ SUBROUTINE. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE OQG12(XL,XU»FCT.Y> 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU.V.A,S,C.FCT 
A = .6D0*(XU+XL) 
B = XU-XL 
C = .4907803171235963D0*B 
Y=.23587&68193255%140-l*(rCT(A + Cj+FCT(A - C )  i  
C=.452058C28l8523743D0*n 
Y = Y+.534696629976592150-1* ( FCT ( A<-C ) +FCT ( A-C) ) 
C=.38495133709715234D0*B 
Y = Y + .800 39 1o427l673UO-l*(FCT(A+C)+FCr(A-C)) 
C-- .293e 589 77 1 4 3308 720 OX<B 
Y = Y+. l 015837 13 36 153296D0#( FCT( A«-C) +FCT( A-C ) ) 
C=. 1839157494V909010DO*B 
Y=Y+.1167462682691774000*(FCT(A+C)+FCT<A-C)) 
C=,0 2616 70 4255 7344 580-1*B 
Y = B*(Y+. l245 73 5229O6 70139D0#(FCT< A+C) FFCK A-C) ) ) 
RETURN 
END 
